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There is mounting interest in South Africa on the problems faced 
especially by the disadvantaged group of school pupils in the 
classroom. This problem also confronts academics in many 
countries especially in those referred to as the Third World. 
This interest has arisen due in part to the important position of 
educational achievement today as a means of raising living 
standards and in part to the past neglect in these countries of 
the factors causing variations in academic achievement. In South 
Africa the advent of a new political dispensation has focussed 
attention on this problem as a means of raising living standards 
and also ensuring that the country is well supplied with skilled 
manpower. 
Arising from the background given, this study set out to 
investigate the problems being encountered by secondary school 
pupils in the fonner Transkei in the understanding of models. The 
study was founded on the notion that models are used extensively 
in school textbooks and that a proper understanding of them will 
improve overall academic achievement. 
Three hundred and forty one (341) high school pupils were 
selected for the study. Two instruments were used to investigate 
the problems enountered by the school pupils (a) a researcher 
designed-test based on a selection of models used in their 
Geography textbooks and (b) an attitudinal survey on models. 
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Certain variables were selected to fonn the basis for the 
analysis of the results. The techniques used for the analysis of 
the data included means, percentages, correlations etc. Factor 
analysis, which is a multivariate statistical technique, was 
employed in the analysis to group the selected variables (based 
on the contributions of their variances) in an attempt to 
identify the main group of factors responsible for variations in 
the level of understanding of the models among the pupils. 
The investigation revealed the following infonnation: 
(i) home environmental conditions were the most important cause
of differences in the level of understanding of the models.
{ii) the home environmental conditions are related to certain 
socio-ec.onomic conditions operating within the country. 
(iii)teacner practices, as it affects teaching methods and
supplementary instructions that come through field
excursions for instance, can significantly improve the level
of understanding of the models.
From the findings, it has been proposed that besides more teacher 
enrichment programmes, assistance towards the upliftement of the 
living standards of the people will be one major means of 
improving the level of understanding of models among school 
pupils in the fonner Transkei. It has also been suggested that a 
population policy that concentrated on exposing the vast majority 
of rural residents to the use of contraceptives through adult 
education programmes will be another means of helping pupils to 
improve their level of understanding of models. 
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1.1 The Nature of the Problem 
The search for effective teaching/learning strategies has been a preoccupation of 
Geography education for several decades. In recent years increasing attention has been 
focused on which geographical concepts to teach and how to teach them. 
Models • because of their commitment to simplicity, selectivity and emphasis on general 
relations - have been found to be one of the most useful devices of communicating 
conceptual knowledge and ideas to children (Dunlop, 1976; Slater, 1982; Chorley and 
Hagget, 1967; Hall, 1976). For instance, one of the most useful models used by 
geographers is the map. Ratzel bas infact noted that 99% of all what the geographer 
does can be shown in the form of maps - implying that there is only 1 % which cannot . 
be shown by maps (Ratzel, 1892). The real world is also too complex and models exist 
to present reality in simpler forms. It is there.fore. not surprising that syllabuses and 
school textbooks in Geography are continuously making use of models ranging from the 
simpler three.dimensional block models to the more difficult, theoretical, symbolic and 
abstract models. 
A review of the relevant literature reveals that though theoretical models are such u�eful 
learning devic.es, they are not without pitfalls. They have been found to be too abstract 
for some children to understand (Dunlop, 1976). Another problem arises from making 
the models the focus of study, which results in rote memorisation of the model without 
understanding the underlying concepts or potential application of the model (Hall, 1976; 
McElroy, 1984). 
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In developing models to represent the real world, there has always been a need to 
achieve simplicity, resulting in a number of details sometimes being lost. It is also known 
that models depend upon one's insight into reality. For some people, these insights are 
purely subjective and for such people models become emotional investments that lose 
all objectivity 
Besides the problems outlined above, there are specific problems connected with the use 
of models which particularly relate to the Trnnskei (for convenience the former Transkei 
will be mostly referred to hereafter as the Transkei). Firstly, these concern the fact that 
models are presented in textbooks written by authors who come from outside the region 
and are therefore orientated towards 'foreign' perspectives. Secondly, the language of 
presentation of the illustrations would be a second language for the vast majority of 
pupils in the Transkei. Mode.Is used in the textbooks also do not come with adequate 
explanatory text to aid understanding. Lastly, the overcrowding of the classrooms -
coupled with the serious lack of other teaching facilities - limits the effectiveness of 
models on their own as teaching aids. As a result of these problems, the pupils' 
understanding of concepts that should flow from the. use of models cannot be taken for 
granted. 
From my experience as a teacher and examiner in the Transkei, pupils in Secondary 
Schools - as well as student teachers in Colleges of Education - have a problem in 
understanding models. At matriculation, the problem of understanding models is 
reflected in the persistently poor performance in Geography, compared to other subjects 
This is clearly illustrated in Table 1.1. The table reveals that passes in Geography have 
often been either the poorest overall (1986 and 1988) or at best third from the bottom 
l 1985, 1989, 1990).
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From these statistics, it can be deduced that the failure rate among the candidates who 
write the Transkei Senior Certificate examinations in Geography (Higher Grade) is more 
than 80%in most years. 
TABLE 1.1: PERCENTAGE PASSES (HIGHER GRADE) IN SOME SUBJECTS 
IN THE TRANSKEI STANDARD TEN (SENIOR CERTIFICATE) 
EXAMINATION RESULTS: 1985-1990. 
SUBJECT %PASS %PASs %PASs %PASs %PASs %PASS 
1985 l!:186 1987 1988 1989 1990 
XHOSA 1 ST LANGUAGE 91.1 94.8 92.1 92.1 86.5 91.7 
S. SOTHO 1ST lANGUAGE 89.9 84.5 90.8 97.1 94.3 97.9 
ZULU 1ST lA,11.lGUAGE 89.7 74.4 71.4 100 83.7 100 
ENGLISH 1ST lANGUAGE 55.6 100 100 100 74.1 58.3 
ENGLISH 21\TI lANGUAGE 61.5 67.5 47.5 57.0 88.0 87.4 
AFRIKAANS 2ND LA.NG. 36.1 28.9 22.3 22.6 45.4 42.3 
MATHEMATICS 14.5 22.9 22.8 32.8 17.1 18.5 
PHYSICAL SCIENCE 9.8 27.0 22.3 23.7 23.8 ..,-t -: ...,j -�·· 
BIOLOGY 25.5 42.7 37.6 34.5 37.4 26.2. 
HISTORY 33.2 39.7 35.8 32.1 35.8 32.4 
GEOGRAPHY 18.0 11.7 19.6 20.3 17.5 21.7 
ECONOMICS 39.2 50.4 53.0 54.9 44.5 40 
BIBLICAL STUDIES 21.0 33.1 43.0 29.6 34.8 32.1 
ACCOUNTING 21.8 29.l 31.6 24.8 24.6 24.8 
AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE 13.3 22.8 10.6 22.1 11.9 15.3 
HOME ECONOMICS 28.4 33.0 67.4 31.1 29.4 27.6 
Source: Summa , of Examination Results, De artment of Education, Urntata, 1990 I) p 
A distinct lack of research has been noted in what exactly happe.ns when students are 
presented with textbook illustrations (Warwick, 1987; Mayer, 1989) and specifically on 
models and related instructional issues (Mayer, 1989). A teacher's knowledge of 
children's cogrutive abilities, which nec.essarily shape their perception of theoretical 
models. is of vital importance. This knowledge is essential in the selection of appropriate 
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models and for the tailoring of their use. (Hilary, et al., 1988), especially in a region like 
Transkei. 
1.2 The Rationale of the Study 
This study has been prompted by the following factors: 
1. The use of appropriate teaching strategies is very important to the success of the
learning process. The success or otherwise of the strategy used in teaching tends to be 
reflected in the performance of pupils. The complexities of the modern world have 
reinforced the prime importance oflearning as a means ofsuivi.val and of social mobility, 
especial1y among disadvantaged communities. The importance of academic achievement 
lies in the fact that it helps one in securing some kind of employment, in obtaining 
recognition and influence in society, and in retaining the rnspect and affection of one's 
family. One's level of school attainment, which is a function of one's level of academic 
achievement, is a measure of one's status in society and determines one's leadership 
prospects. In short, it is a measure of one's prospects in life. 
Arising from the above-mentioned factors, it is not surprising to note that academic 
achievement does affect a student's life in many_ ways. It can have a strong influence 
on a student's self-image (Griffore and Samuels, 1978) and on his relationship ·with 
other students (Taylor, 1964). 
Even after graduating, poor results can keep a student from pursuing further education 
(Lewis, 1974) or obtaining a desirable job (Gordon, 1974). Thus, college students in the 
United States of America, for instance, frequently mention college grades as a major 
source of anxiety in their lives (Vincent, 1970). Indeed, Schechter (1974) estimates that 
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between one third and one half of all young people seen in psychological clinics in the 
developed world are referred primarily because of learning problems. According to 
B1aine and Mc.Arthur (1971), concern about coJlege grades account for over half of all 
requests for counselling in the USA. Thus, a study such as this one which examines the 
problems ·of conceptual understanding of models as a part of examining the factors 
underlying variations in the academic achievement of students has always been realised 
as a necessary component of the educational provisions (Coladarci, 1959). The 
importance of academic achievement is also reflected in the economic development of 
a country. For example, Golden ( 1955) found a correlation betwee-n literacy and 
economic development in the developing countries and obtained a positive correlation 
co-efficient of 0.98. Transkei's first five year development plan also envisaged that 
education would continue to play a unique role in the social transformation process of 
the country (First Fh:e Year Plan 1981/82 - 1986/87;. 
2. The adoption of appropriate teaching strategies is also at the very heart of a
teacher's work. Lack of an effective strategy is a waste of time besides not yielding the 
results envisaged. Indeed, teachers often experience considerable anxiety when his/her 
students perform badly in their examinations (Gage, Runkel, and Chatterjee, 1960). 
The nature. method and other factors affecting the use of models also enabJe a teacher 
to dete1mine the strength and weaknesses of his/her students so that he/she can modify 
his teaching accordingly (Blair et al., 1975). As Blair sums it up, a 'teacher who knows 
a great deal about learning but little about the learner is only half prepared' (Blair, et 
al., 1975: 120). A study of the factors concerning the use of models will therefore help 
teachers to adopt more efficient teaching strategies so that they can be of bette.r help to 
their pupils. 
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3. In spite of the considerable importance. of the use of models. not many studies
have been conducted on the subject - especially in the Transkei. There is, therefore, a 
need for further investigation into this aspect of education. 
4. If increased attention is not paid now to the problems connected with the use of
models in the Transkei, Geography education in the region will never improve. 
The Taylor report (1979) which has been used in the past to guide education policy in 
the Transkei, states that education should be able: 
"To provide such insight into the bases of the disciplines studied as will enable the 
student to analyse data, present findings based on properly obtained evidence and 
to use knowledge gained, not only in related situations, but also to obtain further 
in.sight and so prepare the student for more advanced study. 
To continue to develop long term interests of a specialised nature related to 
future studies of both an academic and vocational nature as well as recreational 
and to provide opportunities for creative activities in relation to those where 
relevant". 
(Report of the Taylor Commission, 1979:98). 
These objectives, according to the Department of Education in the Transkei, will also 
enable: 
n • • • each citizen to recognise his potentialities and develop within the limits of his 
capacities, interests and needs, develop intellectually and be a clear thinker, 
develop maximum facility in the use of language, be healthy and physically fit, 
earn a satisfactory living in a vocation of his own choice, interpret his Christian 
ideals through the quality of his interaction with others in his daily life, make the 
best use of leisure time through sport, music, literature and art, virtues of honesty, 
unselfishness, develop so as to take up the responsibilities of family life and 
contribute to the welfare of his community, and lastly, develop ideals of 
citizenship and understand that he is also a world citizen" 
(Hansard, 1979:231). 
Vast sums of scarce capital are invested every year on the education and training of the 
young people so as to achieve these objectives. To the Transkei in particular, this 
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represents a sacrifice which doe.s affect the provision of other seIVices as the capita] 
available is limited. However, these objectives can only be realised when it is based on 
an intensive investigation of the educational process so that inherent constraints could 
be removed and future ones provided for. As Szentes (1971) states: "it is impossible to 
bring about a deliberate and purposeful change in the present without knowing how this 
state came about. We can't successfully fight any phenomenon without l'l1owing its roots" 
(Szentes, 1971, p.2). Therefore, there is a need for a study into the various aspects of 
the educational system now so that the system is made more efficient to serve the needs 
of a modern nation. It is hoped that this study will be of assistance to the educational 
planning authorities in the Transkei, especially as Geography as a subject is of an 
interdisciplinary nature so that the impact of any improvements in its study is likely to 
be felt in other subjects. 
5. The introduction to the Transkei secondary school Geography sy11abus exhorts
teachers to use "theoretical models (such as urban and economic models) which need to 
be tested against the real world and enable generalisations to be made. These enable 
Geography to be studied by means of a more problem-orientated approach" (Syllabus 
jntroduction, p. 3). Thus a study of the problems relating to the conceptual 
understanding of models becomes a relevant undertaking. 
6. An examination of some of the Geography textbooks used in the Transkei reveals
that models are used extensively in them. Such is the case in textbooks like New Window 
on the World and the Senior Geography series. Therefore, no Geography teacher can 
teach and ignore these. It is with this in mind that a continuous search ought to be 
made to find the best way of using the models for teaching. 
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7. In the wider world, there is ample evidence from several studies to show that
there are ethnic group variations in the factors that determine success in the learning 
process (Majoriban.ks, 1984; Clark and Halford, 1983). Taylor (1971), for instance, from 
his studies of some Pacific peoples, concludes that they have difficulty with abstract 
reasoning which accounts for their poor academic achievement. He attributes this 
problem to certain environmental factors. Mulford and Young (1973) corroborate 
Taylor's conclusions with their studies in Papua New Guinea. This study will, therefore, 
enable others to understand the problems of conceptual understanding of models used 
in Geography textbooks by Transkei pupils. It will also recommend appropriate 
strategies for their use in teaching. The body of information thus gathered should add 
to the knowledge on models and their use in general. 
1.3 The Study Region 
This study was undertaken among some high schools within the Butterworth District of 
the former Republic of Transkei . Financial and other logistical constraints were the 
major factors in the selection of the study region. As will soon be apparent, the extent 
of homogeneity in the region makes it possible to generalise the results of this study in 
spite of the fact that the research was conducted in only one of the twenty eight 
magisterial districts in the Transkei. Transkei was incorporated into the Union of South 
Africa in 1910. The territory attained self-government in 1963 and became virtually 
independent in 1976. Transkei however, has been re-incorporated into the Republic of 
South Africa as from the 27th April 1994 General Elections. At the time of this research 
however the Transkei existed as a separate homeland. 
The territory of the Transkei is situated within latitude 30 degrees south and 33 degrees 
south and longitude 27 degrees east and 30 degrees east. It occupies 42,240 sq km 
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between the Drakensberg mountains to the west and the Indian Ocean to the east and 
between Natal\Kwazulu to the north and the Great Kei River to the south. 
Transkei is e,ssentially a region of transition and homogeneity. Topographically, the 
transitional character is one of change, ranging from the Cape folded mountains and 
ka100 basins in the south to the more undulating country towards Natal. Right from the 
sea, the land rises gently towards the Drakensberg mountains. In places the gentle relief 
is only broken by the valleys of the numerous rivers that flow through the country. 
Oimatically, Transkei's transition is from the comparatively even dist1ibution of rainfall 
along the coast to the distinct summer precipitation of the interior. Winter temperatures 
in most places range from mild at the coast to cold inland. Winters in especially the 
interior are dry as rain falls mainly in summer. The vegetation is also transitional, 
ranging from evergreen coastal forest through thomveld to open mountain grassveld 
toward the Drakensberg. 
The homogeneity that is associated with Transkei's population can be observed in many 
respects. For one thing, the vast majority of the population (95%) are Xhosa-speaking, 
a sub group of the Cape Nguni. Except for minor differences, these people share the 
same customs and traditions. As Disch! observes, "while all other tribes in Transkei are 
not true Xhosa, they are held together by the bond of the Xhosa Language" (Disch}, 
1982:6). Another point to note is that, of a total population of 2.7m (1985 census 
report), the vast majority of the people are peasant farmers and therefore directly 
dependent on the land for their daily existence. Less than 10% of this population live 
in towns as defined to be settlements with a population of 5,000 and over and most are 
iJiterate. Wakelin (1983a), estimates that Transkefs illiteracy rate has dropped from 
88% in 1980 to 75% in 1983. He also concludes that the average number of years of 
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schooling for rural adults is 3 and for urban adults 6,5 years. Of all school leavers. 2% 
obtain senior certificates, 0.4% obtain manic exemption while 55% leave school illiterate 
and 20% leave semi-il iterate, 
In the Transkei labour migration, public sector spending, and industrial incentives are 
the major determinants of the economy (Brand, 1986). One of the most important 
features of this economy is the low per capita Gross Domestic Product (in 1991 it was 
RIOS, while the per capita Gross National Inr-0me for the same year was Rl23). The 
other is the lack of employment opportunities. In 1991 the Transkeian economy could 
provide employment in the agricultural sector for only one third of its male manpower. 
Half of these people were and still are in the civil service. The vast majority of the 
economica1Jy active population inside the Transkei are employed within the agricultural 
sector (Transkei Department of Commerce, Industry and Tourism, 1991:23). Although 
the agricultural potential is high, the actual production per unit is extremely ]ow, and 
food must be 'imported' from elsewhere in South Africa. Only ten per cent of the 
agricultural produce is sold (Annual Report of the First National Bank, 1990:7) 
Most of Transkei's labour force work as migrant workers in the mines and industries 
elsewhere in South Africa. For instance, of a male labour force of 670 000 in 1980 
(when the Transkei was still an independent homeland, before it became part of the 
Republic of South Africa) 450 000 were working as migrants elsewhere in South Africa 
(franskefs First Five Year Development Plan 1981/82 - 1986/87). As at the end of 1991 
more than half of the male Jabour force were working as migrant workers elsewhere in 
South Africa. 
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Unemployment in the Transkei is one of the highest in the world. Toe limited domestic 
empJoyment prospects are very clearly revealed in the structure of Transkei's labour force 
indicated in Table 1.2. 
TABLE 1.2 : THE STRUCTURE OF THE LABOUR FOR<;::E IN TRANSKEI - 1982
VARIABLE NUMBER TOTAL 
% 




External 420 000 41.3% 
Fonnal 195 000 19.2% 
Informal 65 000 6.4% 
Subsistence 150 000 14.7% 
Unemployed 187 000 18. 4%
Source: Muller, (1983) 
From the above table, it is clear that most of Transkei's able bodied labour force find 
employment outside the Transkei almost exclusively in the mining industry of the 
Republic of South Africa. Based on the assumption that about 21.1 % of the labour force 
is employed in the infonnal subsistence sector (Muller, 1983), a residual of 187 000 
people are estimated to be unemployed. In recent times, employment in the key mining 
sector has stabilised and there has been a problem of finding other employment avenues 
for the ever increasing number of people entering the labour market. 
Unemployment affects the ability to provide the means to educate one's child. With so 
many unemployed people therefore, several children are at risk in the provision of basic 
school materials. Unemployment affects the rural areas more since opportunities for 
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obtaining work are less there. Unemployment is also related to the rate of migration 
(Todaro, 1975). 
Table 1.2 also indicate the high rate of migration due to the unemployment situation. 
As at the end of 1977, 60% of the male labour force of Transkeians were working as 
migrants in the Republic of South Africa (Thomas, 1982, p. 35). Table 1.3 points to the 
obvious importance of the system of labour migration to the economy of the Transkei. 
TABLE 1.3 : TRANSFERS FROM MIGRANTS' EARNINGS IN TIIE REPUBLIC OF 
SOUTH AFRICA TO THE TRANSKEI ECONOMY - 1985 
TOTAL EARNINGS 100% R l 845 000 000 
Cash Remittances 25% R 460 000 000 
Deferred Pay 15% R 275 000 000 
Cash Brought Home 3% R 55 000 000 
Goods Brought Home 5% R 95 000 000 
Total Transferred 48% R 885 000 000 
Source: De artment of Finance R.S.A p ( 1985.) 
Indeed the estimated earnings of labour outside the Transkei in 1975 was R380m -
almost double the GDP of the Transkei that year (Muller, 1983). 
Labour migration occurs mostly in the rural areas where the bulk of the population lives 
and where opportunities for securing work are almost non-existent. Infact, rural incomes 
in the Transkei are derived mostly from the remittances of migrants (Thomas, 1984). 
Due to the migratory labour system the Transkeian population is dominated by women. 













TABLE 1.4: MALE ABSENTEE RATES(%) 
ROZA NTSHJQO NAKANGA UMZI
M
KULU 
7.25% 14.05% 16.27% 28.38% 
44.74% 70.00% 64.71% 70.69% 
67.01% 80.82% 88.14% 88.89% 
57.89% 80.43% 85.71% 87.76% 
64.00% 52.94% 77.14% 71.05% 
29.17% 32.25% 50.00% 44.12% 
6.25% 14.29% 14.29% 4.55% 
26.26% 33.47% 34.30% 35.98% 
1984 - Roza; Muller and Ta scott 1S84 - Ntsb1 o and ( ) p ( ) q 











Nkanoa· e, ' 
In the absence of the males, women in the Transkei are made to take on far greater 
responsibilities than in most other societies. They are responsible for child rearing, home 
making, home food production, and livestock caring. ln 1979, for instance, it was noted 
that 51.2 % of the beads of households were women (Thomas, 1985). The situation is 
much the same if not worse today. The majority of children, therefore, stay with and 
derive intellectual stimulation from only the mother whose time is also taken up by home 
making and earning a living. 
Average income in the rural areas, where the vast majority of the people reside was, 
given as Rl94 per annum with illiteracy pegged at 88% in 1980 (Republic of Transkei, 
Five Year Development Plan, 1981/82 - 1986/87). In sum therefore, Transkei's 
population is predominantly mono-cultural, rural, poor, peasant farmers, and the majority 
of males are migrants working outside its borders. These characteristics will become 
important later on in the. examination of the underlying factors to the observed 
relationships. 
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The homogeneity that has been described above has important implications for the study. 
For one thing, it allows one to assume broadly uniform home conditions so that the 
effects of variations in school practices (with the use of theoretica] models) on academic 
achievement can be assessed. For another, the importance of small differences in home 
conditions on the understanding of models of students can be evaluated. 
The Butterworth District, in which the research was centred, lies towards the southern 
part of the Transkei. It has an area of 664 km square which forms barely 2% of the 
total area of the Transkei. As in a]l other areas of the Transkei, the District can be 
divided into the Urban (comprising the area w_ithin the municipa] boundaries of 
Butterworth) and the Rura] (comprising the rest of the region). Besides the geographical 
dimension, this division also relates to differences in certain socio-economic factors. The 
rural area� are. characterised by very low incomes, poor housing conditions, large 
communal living, and the major economic activity is farming. Urban incomes are mostly 
derived from the public. sector which throughout the country represent the employment 
of one in every 4 households (Department of Finance Statistics, 1986). With state 
subsidisation of industry and growth in public sector employment, urban sector incomes 
are much higher than rural sector incomes. 
The overall index of 0,580 is one of the worst in the world and confirms the views of 
Thomas (1982) that, 11 ••• for the bulk of the rural Transkeians the income gap vis-a-vis the 
urban elite has widened" (Thomas, 1982; p. 83). The cumulative effect of budgetary 
support and subsidies to industry, therefore, has been to produce income inequalities 
between rural and urban incomes. 
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Table 1.5 indicates income distribution between rural and urban residents of the 
Transkei. 
TABLE 1.5 : INCOME DISTRIBlITION - URBAN & RURAL - 1982 
RMTDS PER URBAN RURAL TOTAL 
HOUSEHOLD 
% CUM % CUM % 
% % 
R 1-200 2.69 2.69 6.75 6.75 5.58 5.68 
R 201-400 1.95 4.64 10.11 16.86 7.95 13.63 
R 401-600 1.47 6.11 10.15 27.01 7.85 21.48 
R 601-800 3.67 9.78 14.53 41.54 11.64 33.12 
R 801-1 000 2.69 12.47 8.57 50.11 7.01 40.13 
R 1 001-1 500 5.50 17.97 13.16 63.27 11.13 51.26 
R 1 501-2 000 2.93 20.90 6.67 69.94 5.68 56.94 
R 2 001-3 000 12.47 33.37 6.93 76.87 8.40 65.34 
R 3 001-4 000 19.09 52.46 6.45 83.32 9.79 75.13 
R 4 001-5 000 12.10 64.56 5.69 89.01 7.40 82.53 
R 5 001-7 500 -14.79 79.35 5.30 94.31 7.82 90.35 
R 7 501-10 000 8.68 88.03 2.69 89.00 4.28 94.63 
R 10 001-15 000 6.11 94.14 2.12 99.12 3.18 97.81 
R 15 001-20 000 2.44 96.58 0.44 99.56 0.97 98.78 
R 20 001+ 3.42 100.00 0.44 100.00 1.22 100.00 
GINI INDEX 0.456 0.537 0.580 
ource: IMDS Income and Ex end1ture Surve p y
Besides, the large gap between rural (wbere the bulk of the population resides) and 
urban incomes, it is dear that many Transkeians earn incomes far below the subsistence 
level. The Institute of Planning Research in Port Elizabeth conclude from the income 
figures that about one third of urban households and three quarters of the rural 
households in the Transkei fell below the household subsistence alJowance in 1982. 
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Rura) residents are thus generally poorer and less educated than those in the urban areas 
(Thomas, 1985). Rural residents are also more likely to have many children and at short 
intetvals due to the lack of knowledge of contraceptives and the general lack of 
something else to do. These factors have been shown to have great influence on 
academic achievement (Reid, 1977). ln the urban areas on the other hand, incomes are 
much higber, housing conditions are better, and economic activities vary from commerce, 
through industry, to finance. Urban residents are also more individualised and the basic 
family unit is the nuclear family. In view of the considerable importance that 
environmental factors have been given in studies of the factors accounting for differences 
in academic achievement, the division presents the contrast that exist within the 
homogeneity. These factors will be taken into consideration in the selection of the 
sample size. 
During the last census (1985) 75494 peopJe were listed as Jiving within the District 
(0.04% of total population of the Transkei) divided into 32838 males and 42656 females. 
As referred to before, the vast majority of this population (95%) are Xhosa speaking. 
The rural population was given as 48 151 and urban population was said to be 27 343 .. 
Urban population growth rate has been very rapid (36%pa) with the result that 
Butterworth District now has the highest percentage of urban to rural population by 
district in the whole of the Transkei (Muller, 1984). This is due mostly to the selection 
of Butterworth as an industrial growth point and the consequent growth in industrial 
establishments. At one point Butterworth had over 50% of all industries in the 
Transkei. It is not surprising that urban population density - at 2 486 per square 
kilometre . is the highest in the Transkei. However, rural population density in the 
district - at 72 per square kilometre - is moderate. Table 1.6 below lists the population 
by age group ,vithin the district. 
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TABLE 1.6: POPULATION BY AGE GROUP - BUTTERWORTH DISTRICT-1985 
AGE AGE AGE AGE AGE AGE AGE AGE AGE 
>5 5-14 15-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75+ 
11 487 19 408 15 176 10 022 7 320 4 896 3 474 2 576 1135 
.
Source : Census Report, 1985, Repubhc of Transke1. 
The large number of children of school going age is obviously of concern here. For this 
many children, there are 94 schools divided into 4 pre-schools, 18 Junior Primary 
Schools, 20 Senior Primary Schools, 40 Junior Secondary Schools, 10 Senior Secondary 
Schools, 2 Teacher Training Colleges and 1 Vocational Institute. Table 1.7 below gives 
the number, sex and qualifications of the teachers in these schools. 
TABLE 1.7: QUALIFICATIONS OF TEACHERS 
BUTIERWORTH DISTRICT, 1990 
QUALIFICATION .MALE FEMALE 
Junior Certificate and lower 59 338 
Senior Certificate 139 178 
Partial Completion: Degree 5 3 
Professionally Qualified 241 549 
Professionally Unqualified 24 16 
. 
Source: Circutt Office Ftles, Dept. of Education, ButteJWorth, 1990 . 
(Professionally qualified implies having a Teacher's Certificate 
in addition to academic qualifications) 
Within the district there is a 70% enrolment of school age children ofwhfoh 29% are in 
secondary schools. Pupil classroom ratio stands at a high 1: 53 (Butterworth Master Plan 
1987). In addition to the educational establishments listed above, Butterworth also hosts 
the Transkei Technikon's main campus and a branch of the University of Transkei. 
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1.4 Objectives of the Study 
This research proposes to investigate the problems encountered by pupils in 
understancling models. The specific aims of this study are: 
1. To identify and classify models used in the Standard 8 to Standard 10 Geography
textbooks used in the Transkei schools.
2. To analyse typical examples of models in relation to the way pupils understand
them.
3. To assess the level of understanding of the models used in schools in the Transkei.
4. To examine the way the selected models are used in schools in the Transkei.
5. In the light of the findings above, to recommend appropriate strategies that will
enhance the understanding of models in schools in the Transkei.
1.5 Organisation of the Study 
The study consists of six main chapters. These are preceded by preliminaries, including 
an abstract. At the end there is a conclusion. The six main chapters cover different 
aspects of the study as foJlows: 
Chapter One
t 
reviews the background to the study. It is devoted to stating the problem, 
providing the rationale for the study, describing the study region and stating the 
objectives of the study. 
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Chapter Two reviews the .literature on the problem and places the research within the
contex1: of research into the use of models in general. From the review the variables 
which will guide the data analysis will be selected. Chapter Two will also outline the 
proposed hypotheses. 
Chapter Three describes the research methodology including the sample, instruments and 
the techniques used for the analysis of the data collected. 
Chapter Four and Chapter five both present the results of the research. While Chapter 
Four examines the general research :findings, Chapter Five employs the use of statistical 
techniques as a way unearthing the -factors and forces underlying the obseivations in 
Chapter Four. 
Chapter Six presents teacher practices and draws conclusions on their possible effects on 
the level of understanding of models among school pupils in the Transkei. 
The conclusions and recommendations including other possible areas of study are 
presented in Chapter Seven. 
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CHAPTER 1WO 
THEORETICAL AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
2 . .1 Introduction 
Having outlined the objectives of this study in the previous chapter, this chapter is 
intended to introduce the major concepts and theories relevant to this research. 
Secondazy data on these will also be reviewed. Upon review, the relevant variables will 
be selected t? form the framework within which the data are going to be analysed. The 
review of the concepts and theories helps to introduce order in the descriptions, 
simplifications, clarifications, and explanations of phenomena in a chosen region (Abler, 
Adams, and Gould, 1972). 
These concepts and theories will also help in plan formulation as well as in providing the 
foundation on which predictions can be made. The examination of these conceptual and 
theoretical formulations gives the framework within which one can investigate the 
problems associated with the use of models in the Transkeian schools. The major 
concepts and theories relate to tbe explanations that have been advanced for differences 
in learning abilities while also seeking to clarify some aspects of teacher practices and the 
role that these teaching habits play in solving the problems that the teachers are faced 
with. 
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2.2 Theories of Understanding 
Thcoric!- or understanding have bccu formulated with oue major qucstiou in mind: why 
art' I here differences in hidivfrlual levels of understanding? 1l1c considerntiou of 
difkrc11ccs i11 kmni11g abilities or character is a consideration of the causes of vnricty in 
a pop11latio11. What may differ from population to population, from imlivid11;1I lo
individu;ll, or f rom time to time, is the relative importance of the <liffcrcnt. causes or 
pn•cisely what proportion of the variance is assignable to each of the different causes. 
The best known of these theories of understanding is that of Piaget I Jc identifies fuur 
111ajor stages of development linked with mental ages. Wbile Piaget's stngcs ,He invariaut 
i11 sequence, the chrouoJogical ages associated witll lhem are not fixed. 111cse i11cludc 
the: sc11sori-0111lcw st:,gc (0 • 2 years) during wltich a child's activities arc charnrlni.,;;cd 
hy 11wvcn1e111 of the liml>s. These are iuitially unco-ordiuatct.l but gr;idually improve nml 
become co-ordinated at about .tge two. Titis stage is followed by the 1,r-c-opernlimrnl 
stage (2 - 7 years) during which time a cl.t.ild is capable of thinking at an clc111cnta1y level 
cve11 though egocentricity characterises his/her lhinking. Then follows the rnucrclc 
operations stage (7 - 12 years) which is characterised by logical thinking. Reasouing is, 
however, tied to concrete experience and is dependent on perceptual facts arouut.l the 
inc.Jividual child. Lastly, there is the formal operations stage wJ1ich starts from about the 
age ol' 12 aud is t11c stage for abstract thinking. 
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While there have been several other theories of understanding (Kholberg, Bruner, etc), 
many of these have been mere extensions of Piaget's pioneering work. Although some 
studies have criticised Piaget's conclusions as not being consistent with the evidence, 
(Ennis, 1976) several other studies (Jansson, 1977; Rabbit, 1965; Mwenwenda, 1985) 
agree that logical reasoning develops with cbronologicaJ age. In part, the school system 
based on a 'ladder-plan' builds on this belief by increasing the amount of knowledge and 
demanding more logical structuring of answers to questions at every higher step on the 
ladder. 
Piagef s research led him to conclude that there is a natural tendency among people. to 
assimilate knowledge to existing conceptual structures based on obvious developmental 
stages. He also concludes that spatial learning results from child activity in the learning 
environment Evidence in support of the construction of knowledge on the basis of 
existing mental structures has been reported by Rosenban (Science, 1973, Vol. 179, p. 
250). Thus, Piaget's conclusions have been accepted as being in agreement with what 
happens in the learning environment. The idea of knowledge as something which is 
constructed in the mind of the learner on the basis of pre-existing cognitive structures 
provides the basis for Ausubel's drawing a distinction between meaningful and rote 
learning. 
An important implication of Piaget's work and other theories of understanding for 
Geography teaching is the fact that learning moves from the concrete to the abstract. 
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' A Piagetian approach to learning in Geography would therefore tend to emphasise the 
need for more visual aids and activity systems and less of verbal imagery 
(reinforcements). The idea of a child as a sponge that absorbs knowledge is therefore 
rejected in this approach. Even where children are capable of abstract thinking, the 
value of the concrete illustration - even if it is only in symbolic form - has been realised. 
It has been noted, for instance, that the cognitive mapping ability (spatial perception) of 
the child begins at the pre-operational stage (2-7 years). At this stage children can 
represent the world in symbols even if the operations are intuitive. Research by 
Bassowitz and Karchin (1957) recommends that advantage be taken of ihis ability. 
However, it should be noted that while the stage of formal operations is supposed to be 
attained at twelve, in practice not every child either in Africa or in the Western 
European countries attains the abilities consistent with this stage at that age 
(Mwemwenda, 1985; Hunt et al., 1973). It is important for the teacher to realise that, 
where their mental development is concerned, there is great variability between children 
of the same chronological age (Hunt et al., 1973). 
Although based on Piaget's work, Bruner has in fact postulated a system of 
reprnsentation in cognitive development He has introduced a sequential system of 
development in which the first stage is enactive (learning by doing), the second iconic 
(dependent on visual or other sensory organisation) and the third involves symbolic 
representation in words or language (ie manipulative images). These theories indicate 
stages in spatial cognition that proceeds from action-in-space to perception of space to 
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conceptions about space. This is the great value of models in learning. They allow a 
topological understanding of space to be acquired. 
2.3 Factors Affecting Learning 
1t has bee.n noted that the Piagetian technique has not provided a complete ansv.er of 
the differences that exist among pupils in understanding - especially because its 
applicability is limited to only a few age groups (Ennis, 1976). Various reasons have 
therefore. heen assigned for these differences. 
For instance, some psychologists note certain characteristics with poor school achievers 
and hold these characteristics to be responsible for the pupils' poor learning abilities. 
Thus, Da\\•Ud attributed learning abilities to the concept of consc1vation (Dawud, 1984). 
Niles sp�culates that difficulties in learning may be a result of incomplete thought 
structure within the Piagctian framework rather than perceptual or sensor disorders often 
rorrelate.d with learning disabi1ities (Niles, 1981). 
Academically weak students, have been shown to be Jess intelligent than their classmates 
Lavine, 1983) and they quite often have worse memories (Mayer, 1989; Malaleka, 
1983). They are also less likely to attend classes regularly (Kunz and Peterson, 1973; 
McCall and Johnson, 1972), to take notes in class (Baltes and Schaie, 1984; Her.on and 
Chown, 1967) or to interact with their instructors either in classroom (Williams, 1970) 
or outside (Kunz, Nash and Brucken, 1978). 
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Others have attributed ihe problem to factors such as cognitive styles (Clark and 
Halford, 1983), cultural values (Cox, 1983; Harrington, 1965) and teacher failure (Watts, 
1976). 
At school, high achievers have been shown to be more intelligent, serious, conscientious, 
rircumspcc.t, imaginative, self-assured, self-sufficient and self controlled (Warbutton, 
1968). These characteristics have been known to vary with age (Clark and Halford, 
1983). Older sucC-essful students are reserved, emotional, excitable, competitive, shy, 
tender-minded, and unfrustrated. Younger successful students are out-going, stable., 
conforming, socially boJd, and tougll-minded (Warbutton, 1968). What these studies 
imply is that ce1tain factors do promote learning while otllers do not. Knowledge of 
these fact.ors would therefore make learning more effective. 
One of the most comprehensive of tl.te theories of leamihg and understanding, which 
is significant for this study, is proposed by Carrol in 1963 (Carrol, 1963). He identifies 
five factors as being the major determinants for learning. These are : student aptitude, 
quality of instruction, ability of the learner to follow instructions, student perseverance 
and the time allowed. While he identified student aptitude as being construed in terms 
of the .amount of time a learner requires to attain mastery of a learning task, quality of 
instruction was defined as the degree to whieh presentation, explanation and ordering 
of elements of the learning task approaches the optimum for a given learner. Ability to 
follow instruction has been suitably explained by Bloom (Biggs 1978) as the ability of the 
learner lo understand the nature and procedures to perform the task put before him. 
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In the Transkei the background of students in relation to whether they are from a rural 
or an urban school has a lot to contribute to this. In the Transkei the time allowed for 
each task is usualJy compartmentalised for the various subjects studied al school. 
Regarding time requirements, the first aspect of Carrol's theory is related to lhe attitude 
of the individual. Jt is specific to certain individuals. Different people require different 
amounts of time to learn things. One conclusion from this theory is that teaching and 
learning nrc not synonymous. One can teach, and teach well, without getting the pupHs 
to learn anything. According to CarroJ, J1owever, given a natural population (for 
example all high school pupils) aptitude is evenly distributed and no such population can 
show one level of aptitude. 
In general, the results of all studies into factors that account for the varying differences 
in learning abilities can be grouped into two: those that stress innate ability and those 
that strrss ability acquired as a result of environment, training and experience. To 
some researchers all human competencies and other psychological traits arc transmitted 
"directly through the genes from generation to generation" (SprinthalJ and Sprinthall, 
1977, Quoted from Majoribanks, 1984, p.46). To many other theorists, not only human 
abilities but 11a person's whole being is shaped by how and in what circumstances one was 
raised or nurtured" (Majoribanks, 1984. p. 46). Many studies have been conducted to 
support one or the other contention. 
The problem with all these expositions, as Crow (1969) bas pointed out, is deciding on 
the proportion of learning ability that can be held to be either innately acquired or 
environmentally determined. What is clear though is that an individual's character traits 
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are acquired during his\her development. In order to acquire any character trait, 
however, the individual must have the genetic endowment to do so. From this analysis 
it can be deduced that human abilities (like the aptitude for learning) are multifactorially 
determined and that both nature and nurture are influential in its determination. That 
is the. pcspective endorsed in I.his study. 
Even though it has been generally known that both nature and nurture count in the 
acquisition of abilities, an important factor in the acquisition process which has not been 
paid equal attention is what is referred to as the "state of readiness". Generally speaking, 
this refers to the importance of time. WcJJ documented cases of human infants being 
brought up by animals (Halsey, 1967 refers to the case of the Feral children), show the 
i111porla11rc of thr time cle.ment in determining character. ln all such rases the children 
were unable t.o learn completely all the animal behaviour when they had to. They 
showed defidcncies which were absent from the animals offspring. Thus Halsey argues 
that "hereditability js partially determined by the range of variation of the environment 
in wl1ich it operates, and conversely that the strength of environmental clet.ermination is
in part a function of the genetic variability of the population Jiving in the enviroument 
in question at a certain time" (Halsey, 1967:2-3). The proportion of the variance 
assignab]e to genetic causes (the heritability of the character) may vary for either of two 
reasons. lt may increase with increase of, and decrease with decrease of tl1e amount of 
genetic variety in the population and secondly it will decrease with increase of and 
increase with decrease of the variety of environments in which the indiviclua1 members 
of tbe population develop. The more uniform the environment, tile greater will be the 
importance of genetic variety. 
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Instead of thus looking for an ultimate cause in eit11er nature or nur1ure, a study of 
human related competencies must acknowledge the complexity of both genetic and 
environmental variables and of the time element. 111ese must be isolated and looked on 
as interdependent 
This standpoint demands an acknowledgement of the complex genetic structure of man, 
the wide rnngc of possible variations in human environments and the complex processes 
of i111er.-ietion tlrnt exists between the two. This point of view has been found to be 
consistent "with the conception of the contemporary human behaviour as rooted in the 
genetic characteristics of early man" (Halsey, 1967: 6). 
ll is recognised tlrnt chmrning.the innate abilities of man is not within the domain of the 
teacher. Thcrefrne, attempts at improving the learning abilities of individuals has focused 
rn1 the school environment. It is in recognition of this fact that several studies reflect the 
interest of educators in the role of teacher practices in improving learning abilities and 
understanding (Christensen and Massey, 1989). This is even more importaut in 
Geography education. That is because to "enable a growing chi1cl and young adult to 
conceptualise and set in order the dimension of space in which all human beings live" 
(Bailey, 1982, p. 8) demands exposure to a vast range of experiences for pupils (Levy, 
1984, p. 212). Such experiences will necessarily include field.work and models. The 
extensive use of models in school textbooks also implies that school pupils ought to he 
taught about them. 1l1e specific constraints faced by Geography teachers in the Transkei 
with respect to the availability of teaching aids suggest the proper use of models as one 
useful tool in the hands of a "deprived teacher". 
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2.4 Geography Education in the Transkci 
Fducalio11 in the Transkei has responded to politico-economic tlevclopmcnts in tlic 
Itcpuhlic of Soulh Afrka. 'l11c fact that the greater portion of the fobour force was and 
is dcpc11tle111 on the Republic of South Africa for employment, and the resulting fact. that. 
the manpower needs and job opportunities both Uc outside the borders of the Tra11skci. 
h:1vc 11.td /!,Jc;it i11n11cncc i11 tlet.cnnining the educational policy aud the structure of the 
T ransl:l'i.111 ccl11ciitional system. 
h. 1 1111al cd11catio11 was introduce.() in the Transkei as part of missionary (mostly Mc.thodi�t 
;rnd 1\11g,lica11) activities in 1820. The early mission schools were set up in BuLte,worlh. 
( ·1arkdrn1y, St Marks, Bulli11gville, Holy Cross, Sbawbury, Palmerlon, E111fudiswe.11i, r111d
Jk11so11valt- (Ngubc11toJ11bi, 1984). These institutions taught the three Rs ,rnd also 
provided i11dusllial skills. Following the imposition of British colonial adminislrc1lio11 over 
11w Cape f'1ovi11cc. rclucalion in the Transkei passed into government hands. II was 
duri11p, lhi,c; period thnt Geography, along with many other Iibcrnl ,uts subjects. was cldtlccl 
to the cmrirulum (Levy, 1984). 
Beginning from the ec1rly 1960s, the education system in the Trnnskci was nm hy 
Tnrnskcians. H is interesting to note, however, that the links between the Tr,rnskei and 
the Cape Province - through syllabus cootroJ and through the provision of prescribed 
trxlhooli.s - h,,d, if c1nything, been strengthened. Tbc development of ctlueationnl 
provisio11s wns .iccelcrated much faster in the 1970s than in the e;irlicr period. Tc.-id1er 
education was cxpauded and more teachers were being trained in specialised subject 
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areas than before. Subject advisors were employed and an in-seivice department 
dcvclopecl. The number of schools was also increased. The Depattment of Education 
in Umtatc1 also retained the seivices of professional planners. Finally, with the initial 
hacking of Fo,1 Hare University, the University of Trauskei was opened in Umtata. 
These developments have had an impact on the way Geography js taught today in the 
s<'nsc that teaching techniques and the supply of equipment have been much improved. 
This is not to say that Geography education in the Transkei today receives the support 
il dcse1ves nor is it provided with the necessary inputs it badly requires. 
The 197f
f 
s also brought a noticeable change in emphasis in the teaching of Geography 
in South Africa with its consequent absorption by the Tra1iskei. Textbooks as well as 
cxaminalions moved away from the acquisition of knowledge by pupils towards the 
application and interpretation of this knowledge (Levy, 1984:211 ). In the Transk.ei, a 
new syllabus was introduced in 1984 to reflect these developments. Jt brought about. the 
disappearance of static and descriptive Geography from the school syllabus. In this 
connection, the introduction to this new syllabus stresses the development of positive 
attitudes, quantitative expressions, systems theory, and model building. 
The links between tlte Transkei and the Cape Education Department have meant lhat 
changes in the Geography curriculum more often come from outside rather than from 
within. These links have meant that problems facing black rural folk in Transkei, such 
as housing and water supplies, do not feature in the school Geography syllabus. 111e
discipline is also strictly compartmentalizecl into areas such as Geomorphology, 
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Climatology, Economic Geography and the Regional Geography of different parts o( the 
earth's surface wilh few links between them. The main objective has been and still is to 
provide pupils with factual knowledge (including the learning of models) despite attempts 
Lo emphasise sIJHs, and concepts. These fac�ors will obviously affect the way pupils view 
the discipline. As Ausubcl has noted, "the most important single factor influencing 
learning is what the learner already knows!! (Ausubel, Novak and Hanesian, 1978:61). 
lt is within this scenario that models· as a teaching aid suggest themselves as a way of 
improving understanding and ultimately the image of the discipline. TI1cse range from 
three-dimensional models to abstra<-1 symbolic models. 
2.5 Models 
The word model in the abstract sense bas varied meanings but tends to be rest1ictcd in 
its uses to "invented ideasH which attempt to explain why aspects of the physical, natural 
and man-made behave as they do. 
According to Harvey (1969) defining a model is extremely difficult due to the numerous 
functions models perform in research. A model can be a theory, it can be a law, it can 
be. a structured idea, it can be a role or a relation. Ideally, however, a model should 
possess au ·of these qua lilies (Chorley and Hagget, 1967). According to Ackoff, "scientific 
models are utilised to accumulate and relate the knowledge we have about different 
aspects of reality and more than this to setve as instruments for explaining the past and 
present and for predicting and controJling the future" (Hatvey, 1969: 13). Chorley and 
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Hagget state that models are "simplified structuring of reality which presents supposedly 
significant features or relationships in a generalised form" (Chorley and Hagget, 1967:22). 
Several typologies of models have been devised, ranging from the more elaborate ones 
proposed for scientific research by Chorley and Hagget to simpler ones like those 
proposed by Ackoff. Ack.off states that models can be classified into iconic (where 
properties remainiug the same are represented at different scales), analogue (where 
properties are represented by other properties), and symbolic (where. properties are 
reprcsentt-.tl by symbols). There are several examples of these models used in school 
textbooks. For instance, pictorial diagrams or 3-dimensional geomorphological diagrams 
are examples of iconic models, Burgess and ChristaJJer's models are symbolic, and the 
common 2-dimensional maps are examples of analogue models. 
2.6 Functions of Models 
Ac.cording to McEiroy (1984) models are made necessary by the remoteness or 
inaccessibility of the real subject of study and complexities of the real world (McElroy, 
1984). They are deliberately constructed to represent one view and ignore the others. 
Figure 2.1 overleaf represents how models simplify reality for easier underslanding. For 
example, the theory of continental drift is an abstract, complex, remote and inaccessible 
process but it is represented and made simple in the figure. 
Kac suggests that "models in science are for the most part caricatures of reality, but if 
they are good, t11en like good caricatures they portray, though perhaps in a distorted 
manner some of the features of the real world'1 (Osborne and Gilbert, 1981:58). Ball
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Fig,.::-e 2. l :
Source: Earle, J.L et al., (1985) New Window on the World 
Standard 8, Juta and Co., Kenwyn . 
distinguishes between substantive models which "descnoe, classify and predict to a 
vaiying degree how a body of content functions" and instructional models which 
"translates content into effective learning activities it incorporates all the components of 
the teaching - learning process" (Ball [ed], 1971: 173). 
One danger in using models is the failure to make students aware of the degree of 
abstraction, generalisation and scale involved in a model (McElroy, 1984). According to 
Kirby (1981) models simplify in order to aid understanding but increase the problem of 
relating the abstract back to reality. Chorley and Hagget (1970:367) state that 
"Geographers have been loathe to make use of models which stems from a 
misconception of the nature of models wherein they are expected to be true or real or 
to possess other equally equivocal qualities". In this respect, models are to be viewed 
as subjective frameworks constructed for specific purposes, relating to a limited range of 
reality and only relevant within well-defined levels of information content, sophistication 
and time and therefore not one to be expected of accommodating many aspects of reality 
(Chorley and Hagget, 1970). 
2.7 Educational Value of Models 
In the quantitative revolution of the 1960s, the introduction of models was not well 
received by teachers. Some teachers in Britain actually viewed them as significant only 
for academic geographers. 
As far as school teaching was concerned, models were viewed as 11blind alleys" which 
teachers were urged to shy away from (Walford, 1973:99). It is for this reason that 
models were said to being jargon-riddled, complex or too mathematical. In science 
te.aching Osborne and Gilbert note what they call a "downward pressure of sophistical.ed 
examples and classes from research through undergraduate teaching to school-level ," 
adding that "Few models seem to be developed primarily as heuristic devices for school 
level work" ( 1981:61). 
It is apparent that many teachers find jt difficult to follow the type of theoretical 
reasoning which governs the logical development of models (Hall, 1976). For instance, 
they find it difficult to conceptualise Christaller's isotropic surface, a demand curve, or 
how regularly spaced settlements could arise without specific site controls (Hall, 1976). 
This is because teachers often seek specific reasons for particular cases (Hall, 1976). 
In schools, models for Geography education are not intended to be used for making 
predictions but with the purpose of learning about and have a better understanding of 
the environment. Models have become indispensable tools to the, teaching/learning 
situation because of their simplicity. 
Reality is multivariate and too complex to comprehend and educationists have, therefore, 
devised models to simplify reality for easier understanding. Chorley and Hagget view 
models as "selective approximations, which by the elimination of incidental detail, aJlow 
fundamental, relevant or interesting aspects of the real world to appear in some 
generalised form" (Chorley and Hagget, 1967:25). This is an important feature of 
models, their selectivity, ignoring certain aspects of the complex reality and retaining and 
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representing only the relevant and important ones and that is where the teaching strength 
of models lies. 
Anolhe.r reason why models have become such valuable paths to understanding is
be.cause, as noted by McElroy, there is "the remoteness or inaccessibility of the real 
subject of study, they allow an investigation of the abstract, remote and unobservable" 
( McElroy, I 984, p. 133 ). 111ey also act as psychological devices e.nabling complex 
interactions to be easily visualised (Harvey, 1969: 99). In this way they act " as a guide 
to the reality not readily seen_ ... " (Wa)for<l, 1973:99). In this way they act as valuable 
paths lo understanding of what js not observable. Indeed models should be ''applied to 
certain areas of the real world and certain patterns become apparent!' (Hall, 1976:177). 
H is in these respects t.hat models are sometimes referred to as structured vehicles, 
organisational devices and systems (Schamp, 1990; Walford, 1973; and Chorley and 
Hagget, 1967). 
Models <lo not express single facts but enable two or more concepts to be related, with 
the purpose of providing gerreral arrangements of phenomena in tl1e environment 
(Dunlop, 1976; Slater, 1982). Figure 2.2 illustrates this by relating birth rate to death 
rat.e. Presenting reality in a structured form "leads one to comprehend, ... more than 
might be from information ·presented piecemeal and at most, to apprehend general 
principles which may have wider application than merely the information from which 
they are derived" (Chor1ey and Hagget, 1965:366). "They {alsoJ provide mental structures 
which pupils as they move up through the school, should be able to recognise at different 
levels of complexity" (Dunlop, 1976:24). 
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Figure 2 ., of t:ie Demcgraphic Cycle. 
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In fact models "are usefol as a teaching device because they generalise experience in a 
form which can be learned easily and economically" (Hall, 1976, p. 113). Lastly, models 
assist in concept understanding (McElroy, 1984). 
Models should not be used jn isolation, instead they should be integrated with fieldwork 
to serve as stimuli to reason about the real world (Fien et al., 1984; Chorley and Hagget, 
1970). Models such as those of urban structures can be a useful tool in helping children 
understand their local town. And moreover, this cou)d help them build a model of their 
own town. Treating models in isolation sometimes also results in rote memorisation of 
the model without an understanding of the underlying concept. In using models it ought 
to be recognised lha� they are models of something else and thus have little value in 
themselves. 
2.8 Research into the Use of Models 
Due to the variety of models that are possible to make, research into their use has 
concentrated on specific models rather than on all models. Such specific studies include 
the pkiorial depth perception studies by Osborne and Gilbert, 1981; Kocl1, 1954; Hilary, 
Campbell and Brown, 1988 and MCEiroy, 1984; cultural suitability studies of ilJustration 
as by Mayer, ( 1989) and the use of different softwares, the models they generate and 
subsequent tests of these models (Unwin, 1981; Schamp, 1990). Results from these 
studies acknowledge that the unders1anding of models is related to the level of one's 
cognitive development. This is in agreement to the conclusions from the learning 
theories reviewed earlier on. 
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Clark (1990) identifies two distinct cognitive processes involved in the interpretation of 
instructional diagrams. Firstly, the child has to break down the different valiablcs in 
order to understand them. Secondly, this must be followed by 11simultaneous or holistic 
processing o[ all the features at once and their encoding in memory as spatial 
confiqurntions of images" (Clark, 1990, p. 3). 
2.9 Models U scd in School Textbooks in the Transkci 
To meet 1hc rc<1uirements of the Transkei Secondary School syllabus and to bring more 
clarity and simplicity to the content, textbooks used in schools are full of models in 
schenrntk, geomorphological, outlines or graphical forms (Earle, et al. 1989; Wa1wick, 
1987). 
The range of modcJs used also range from real world pictorial diagrams to syrnbolic non­
pictmial diagrams. These are expressed in various forms, for instance, in the form of. 
graphs, in words, as systems diagrams, as schematic diagrams, schematic outlines. These 
differences also appear in the range of models used in the systematic branches of 
Geography. 
The range of models used in Climatology include the over-simplified globaJ models of 
primary circulation of the atmosphere and pressure belts. These are supplemented by 
models of the more comp1ex processes in the atmosphere such as the Hadley cell, 
seasonal migration of the atmospheric pressure and wind belts. Mode)s of a more Jocal 
scale are also found sucll as the thunderstorm mode) and the urban heat island. Other 
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diagrams such as block diagrams graphs, and isobars are used to bring the 3rd dimension 
into the processes of the atmopshere. 
Models in Geomorphology range from the more global ones like the internal structure 
of the earth, plate-tectonics and continental drift. Mode]s of landfonn development exisl 
in examples such as the Raisz Iluvial cycle, Davis cycle, King's cycle etc. Simple 
land fonn models in the fonn of block diagrams also exist. Ecosystems models integrating 
physical and human aspects are only introduced in Standard 10. 
In Population Geography, models are introduced in Standard 8 and include such modc)s 
as those of the demographic transition and population pyramids. Models in settlement 
geography are inlroduced car)y in Standard 7 and revisited in Standard 10. 
Models such as those of urban structure and the models of central place hierachies are 
examples of these models. Examples of models in Economic Geography include models 
or iud ustrial location and the models of economic development. 
In general there are more models on Physical Geography in the Geography textbooks 
used in the Transkeian schools than in Human Geography. The reason for this may be 
because while Physical Geography is introduced to pupils from primary school ·without 
a break to the senior secondary school, parts of lhe Human Geography course are 
introduced at specific leveJs only. For example, Population Geography is only introduc.ed 
to pupils in Standard 8. 
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2.10 Variables Selected and their Justification 
From the review presented above, it can be concluded that a study of learning abilities, 
as with all human competencies, naturally falls into tluee parts, a study of environmental 
factors, a sludy of genetic factors and a study of the interaction between the two over 
time. Both environmental and genetic components are associated with a large number 
of factors. Selection of variables for this study acknowledges this and gives it the 
attention it dese1ves. While this study places more emphasis on school environmental 
conditions some. amount of time is spent in assessing the effect of the other factors. 
However. it is neither practic<tl nor helpful for one .to attempt a study of the whole
range of factors. It seems reasonable, therefore, that certain factors be selected which 
are relevant for the study and important within the context of the sample used. 
H has been uotcd that the nature and purpose of scientific enquiries depend largely on 
scvernl theoretical and conceptual frameworks which help in the clarificatiou and 
simplification of descriptions and explanations of the various phenomena (Abkr, Adams 
and Gould, 1972). Apart from helping to introduce order and better understanding in 
descriptions <tlld explanations of existing situations, theories and concepts also help in the 
process of plan formulation. In a study such as this one tl1erefore, a theoretical 
conception provides a proper framework within which to select certain variables. 
First and foremos_t, therefore, the variables selected for this study were guided by 
theoretic.al considerations. Another important consideration was that tl.te variables 
should as far as possible cover the two viewpoints ie nature and nurture and their time 
element 
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The selected variables should also be meaningful within the general body of literature 
on )earning abilities bearing in mind the characteristics of Geography education in the 
Transkei and the pupils who will form the sample. · A final consideration relates to the 
views of Knox that such variables should possess such qualities as to allow them to " .. be 
categorised along a continuum from good, to bad; high to low in relation to the concept 
being measured" (Knox, 1978:79). 
Bearing in mind the above considerations and the objectives of this study, twelve 
variables of a demographic nature were selected for this study. The changes in th�se 
variables formed the framework within which the data would be examined. These 
varic1b)es appear as section One of the questionnaire (Appendix A). 
SUl\tlMARY 
The review of the concepts and theories relevant to this research has brought to light the 
following conclusions: 
1. Learning abilities are multifactoriaJly determined, involving over time, both
environmental and genetic facton;.
2. Environmental factors mostly relate to family background factors and scJioo1
practices.
3. Age is related to the state of readiness with which an individual will acquire the
ability to learn certain concepts.
4. Geography education in the Transkei suffers from a host of factors some of which
can be helped by putting more emphasis on the proper use of models.
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5. Theoretical models do help m the understanding of reality 111 teaching 
geographical concepts.
6. 111cre are more physical than human geography models in the Geography
textbooks used in the Trnnskei.
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CHAPTER THREE 
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Jntroduction 
This chapter outlines the research design and justifies the. use of methods utilised in the 
collection and the analysis of the data. The following procedures were utilised in the 
collection of the information for this thesis. 
3.2 Data Gathcring:Types, Techniques and Sources 
Two main types and sources of data collection were employed to fuHil out the objectives 
of this study. These are primary data collection and secondary ,lata collection. The 
foformation collected through these two methods of data collection is related to the 
following information: 
(a) procedure to be followed in the use of the measuring instruments.
(b) selection of subjects.
(c) secondary sources of data.
( d) analysis of data.
3.3 Primary Data Acquisition 
In terms of the objectives of this research, data collection was primarily related to the 
following: 
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( 1) the selection of instruments to measure the level of understanding of mode ls by
pupils;
(2) the selection of techniques to assess the way models are used by teachers;
(3) the selection of teachers and pupils for the sample population;
(4) the selection of techniques which help to identify within and between group
difference�;
(5) the selection of techniques which he1p to identify the main problems of
understanding with the use of models by pupils studying Geography in the
Transkci.
3.4 Selection of Instruments to Measure Pupils' Understanding · 
of l\fodels Used in Geography Textbooks in Transkei 
Models arc important not only as teaching/learning aids in many classrooms but as a part 
of the everyday lives of children and adults alike. In selecting instruments to measure 
pupils understanding of models attention was paid to three aspects of Jearuiug: wliat the 
child knows, how this relates to a framework of knowledge, and how children learn 
(Carrol, 1963). There is evidence indicating that it is inappropriate to select pupils' tasks 
only by .igc. 
Three widely used methods for the investigation of problems connected with tl1e use of 
models arc: the use of tests or examinations, the experimental method involving the use 
of lesson units and the interview method. In view of problems of communication, and 
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interpretalion (such as translation of responses), coupled with the lack of the necessary 
/ ; 
rJsources, the. use of i:ilterviews and the experimental method were discarded in this 
research. Tests were decided upon ·as being the best instrument within the constraints 
of time and resources. The questions used in the test (Appendix B) were selected from 
each of the different groups of models described in Chapter Two (p. 33-34). However, 
the questions· only elicited simple answers designed for the sole purpose. of testing 
understanding. 
Besides these questions, pupils were asked to assess their aWtude to each mode.I on a 
five-point Likert-type scale. The Likert scale is a five point scale that is designed to 
measure a person's response to an object or a situation. Essentially the Likert scale offers 
a choice of attitudes to an object �long_ a continuum. The technique is advantage.ous
because it offers hoth associational and scaling properties (Moser aud Scott, 1961). 
While research" in education has tended to concentrate on tl1e use of the Likcrt scale, this 
is not necessarily the most established approach (Moser and Scott, 1961 ). Tue. Like rt 
scale is easier to use because its design makes it readily understood (McCaJlon and 
Brown, 1971). 
The use of the Likcrt scale involves the use of questionnaires. Accordingly, the primary 
data for this research was gathered through questionnaires. Despite the complexities and 
limilatio11s of using questionnaires, such as problems with levels of literacy and the lack 
of freedom in the choice of answers, this was decided upon as the best means of 
gathering the required data wilh regard to the instruments selected (Cohen and Manion, 
1984). 
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The first section of the questionnaire identifies details pertaining to the characteristics 
of the survey population and also identifies pupils' backgrounds in Geography (such as 
length of time spent studying the subject). This section - comprising twelve. items - also 
includes tJuestions demanding responses of either a Yes or No or a True or False type 
or an�wcr. Tite purpose of this section is essentially two-fold. By identifying the 
personality factors that reflect in the differences in the levels of understanding of models 
new lmowkllgc \Vilt be lleve]oped. Secondly it can point to directions for research. 
The ),1st section of the questionnaire consists of eight items which are statements 
concerning attitudes to models in Geography. In this section, pupils were presented with 
sets of statements about how they viewed models in Geography, ranging from those that 
were. positive in tone to those which were negative (Gilbert, 1991). The statements were 
researcher-designed items to which the pupils responded. 
The focus of the study was on 341 standard eight and nine pupils of selected secondary 
schools in the Butterworth district of the Republic of Transkei as it was at the time. The 
sample was drawn in such a way that it contained alJ ability groups, both boys and girls 
and spanned the various age groups. 
3.5 Attitudes to Models by Geography Teachers in the Transkei 
Questionnaires were used to assess the attitudes of teachers to models and how often 
they used them. 1l1e questionnaires for teachers was divided into three parts. The first 
part requested infonnation on personal details including such items as sex, qualifications, 
teaching experience, and so on. 
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The second part of the questionnaire requested information on the models appearing in 
the textbooks they use. Tbe information ranged from problems they and their pupils 
faced with models and how often they employed the models for teaching purposes. The 
fimd section (Section C) of the questionnaire however sought their perceptions of the 
models used using a Likert-type scale. This final section was intended to see if there 
were any correlations between perceptions of teachers and their teaching practices. 
The content of the questionnaire as a whole was arranged around certain themes to 
reflect the major research areas. These involved the selected models. The maiu areas 
of concentration were: 
(1) understanding
(2) interest
(3) attitudes to the models used in school textbooks
( 4) perc.e.ived relevance uf models.
3.6 Research Location 
111c research was <".onducted among 341 standard nine and eight pupils of four schools 
in the Butterworth district. Research such as this should ideally have been conducted 
among alJ the secondary schools in the Transkei. Such an approach is, however, fraught 
with serious difficulties among which can be mentioned financial and other logistical 
c.onstraints. Factors in favour of Butterworth, as noted earlier in Chapter One, include
its rural and urban component which is "representative" of the country, a long history of 
education leading to a satisfactory teacher base, and the persona) experience and 
participation of the researcher in Geography education in the district. 
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3. 7 Selection of a Sample 
Strict adherence to the tenets of research would necessarily require all school pupils as 
subject.� in this research. The imminence of time, material and financfaJ constraints, 
howevc r, have compelJed the researcher to limit the study to a small sample of secondary 
school students. The study was Jimited, primarily, to 341 standard eight and nine 
secondary school pupils drawn randomly from four senior secondary schools in the 
Buttetworth District of the Trauskei. Several reasons guided the selection of the high 
school students for this study. 
The study was limited to the high school pupils partly because senior secondary school, 
while linked t o  the others, bas its own identity and purpose. It deals with young people 
from age fifteen onwards. These arc a group of students who are, as in most parts of 
Africa: 
" al the stage at which dissatisfaction with the education pupils have been
receiving makes itself felt, grievances become built up in their minds; there 
appears to be little or no redress through the authorities and so alienation and 
mindless violence takes place". (Taylor Commission, 1979:101). 
A student from a high school may enter the University if be has U1e require.cl grades. 
TI1e student might graduate from there with a degree which will entitle him to a decent 
job. TI1ose unable to pass so well may eater training colleges to qualify as teachers. On 
the other hand those who fail may enter the job market where they m'1y be required to 
wait two or more years before getting a job (WakeJin, 1985). Even when tlle latter are 
lucky enough to get one, the salary attached is normaHy very low and consequently their 
standard of living is very low. 
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As noted earlier on in Chapter One, the high school career introduces profound 
differences in the standard of living among people. The high scl100I course is, therefore. 
of considerabfe importance to a student's future standard of living. High school children 
<1re more likely to suffer as a consequence of poor academic achievement than those at 
any otl1er stage of the educational ladder. 
Sometimes poor economic circumstances may prevent one from continuing his/her high 
school studies. Since many of such students are al an age where they can enter tl.Je 
labour nrnrket, many thus leave school to work. It is not surprising, the1efure, that 
drop-out rates are much higher in the high school than at any otJ1cr step of the 
educational ladder as indicated in the table 3.1 . 
TABLE 3.1 : NUMBER OF SCHOOLS, SCHOOL-GOING POPULATION
AND NUMBER OF TEACHERS IN TRANSKEJ - 1992 
TYPE OF SCHOOL NUMBER NUMBER MALE 
OF OF PUPU.S TEACHER 
SCHOO.LS 
JUNIOR PRIMARY 441 505 843 72 
SENIOR PRIMARY 959 281 040 753 
JUNIOR SECONDARY 1 585 155 356 3 539 
SENIOR SECONDARY 247 72 403 1 451 
TEACHER TRAIN'NG 12 5 261 126 
COLLEGE 
VOCA TIONAUfECHNICAL 8 2 443 97 
SPECIAL SCHOOL 5 602 8 
SPECIAL COLLEGE 1 265 15 
TOTAL 3 258 1 023 213 6 061 













Looking at the. numbers at each level, it can be noted that the largest number of pupils 
is at junior primary, that is, children who are just starting school. However, looking 
down the column towards the senior secondary leve}, the numbers drop sharply. In fact 
this table shows the school enrolmeuts, it does not consider those children who do not 
go to scJ10ol at all. 
It is noted, for instance that, in the Transkei, only 36% of those in standard eight carry 
on to stan<lard nine with a further 38% of those pupils dropping at the end of that 
standard. From the review presented it is evident that high school pupils in these 
standards ( eight and nine) present a special case in studies of academic achievement. 
First year senior secondary pupils were included in this research also because the 
influence of different home environmental conditions on the individual at this sUtge is 
oft.en strong. Pupils in standar<l eight of a senior secondary school arc also more aware 
of what academic achievement means to them. Indeed in tbe first year of a senior 
scconda1y school in the Transkei, it is possible to fin<l many pupils who have gone to 
work for many years after standard seven before coming back to school. Motivation is 
therefore very high. It is possible at this stage to gauge the influence of one's home 
conditions on his performance at school and thus examine the impact of nature or 
nurture in academic achievement. In the first year of Transkeian senior secondary 
schools too, the ratio of male to female pupils very nearly reflect the sex ratio of the 
general population so that the sample size drawn can be a mirror of the general 
population. 
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The formative years in senior secondary studies (ie standard eight and nine) have also 
often been noted to be of great importance to the life of a child (Duckworth and 
Ennvistle, ·1974). It may either encourage development through presenting challenge and 
stimulation or have a delrimetal effect (Finlayson and Cohen, 1967; Evans, 1987; 
Cl1ite11sen and Massey, 1989). It seems, therefore, that it is a critical stage in education 
and thus dcse.1ving of a focus in assessing the level of understanding of models. One 
other reason for focussing 011 standard nine pupils in this research is to compare the role 
of models in learning among pupils after they have had a year in high school. Standard 
nine pupils were <1lso deemed to be of sufficient maturity to reflect the views of pupils 
who had enjoyed a considerable period of time in a high school. One other reason made 
it difficult to include st<1ndard ten pupils. TI1is was due to tbe fact that at the time of the 
research (March 1992), it was discovered that admissions to Lhe standard ten class iu the 
selected schools, of students who had failed thier matric the previous year, was still going 
on and il was therefore difficult to establish a representative group of a class that was 
constantly changing. 
To ensure objectivity in the selection of the schools and at the same time ensure that 
variations in the school population were accounted for, multi-stage cluster sampling 
involving the grouping of the population and the selection of respondents from each 
group was utilised. AJI the senior secondaI)' schools in the Butterworth Djstrict were 
arranged into two groups: rural and urban schools and listed alphabetically. 
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Table 3.2 lists the senior secondary schools within the Butterworth District, their 
locations and the number of pupils in them. 
Two schools were selected from each group using a table of random numbers. lu each 
school pupils were selee,'1ed from the academic-reports of the class teacher. The selected 
schools and the proportion of pupils from each is listed on Table 3.3. 
TABLE 3.2: LOCATIONS OF SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
IN BUTTERWORTH DISTRICT AND THEIR POPULATION 
SCHOOL LOCATION NUMBER OF 
RURAI)URBAN PUPILS 
BETHEL RURAL 150 
CUNNINGHAM RURAL 494 
DALUHlANGA RURAL 123 
ELU KHANYISWEN RURAL 135 
LAMPL0UGH URBAN 601 
MSOBOMVU URBAN 621 
MTEBELE RURAL 399 
TEK0 RURAL 282 
VULLI VALLEY URBAN 380 
VULUHLANGA RURAL 281 
ZWELANDILE RURAL Il7 
TOTAL 3 583 
Source: Orcutt 0nice ue t of Education Butterworth. p 
(Rural refers to locations outside Butterworth, while urban refers to 
locations in Butterworth). 
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TABLE 3.3: SELECTED SCHOOLS 
SCHOOL LOCATION NUMBER OF CLASS 
RESPONDENTS 
lAMPLOUGH URBAN 48 STD 8 
JAMPLOUGII URBAN 49 Sl'D 9 
MTEBELE RURAL 56 STD R 
M
T
EBELE RURAL 43 sm9 
VULLI VALLEY URBAN 48 STD 8 
VU LLI VALLEY URBAN 38 .STr> 9 
ZWELANDILE RURAL 56 STD 8 
ZWElANDILE RURAL 29 STD 9 
l'OTAL 341 
Source: F1ch1 Survc y, 19\12 
The s;:imple size thus formed roughly 10% of the senior seconda1y schooJ popufation in 
the. Buttetworth district. The survey sample was drawn so as to reflect tlle differe11ces 
in the population in terms of certain characteristics (for instance 64% of the respondcnt5 
were selected from the rural areas because of the higher population in 1hose areas). 
Some of the demographic characteristics of the sample used are summarised in Tables 
3.4 - 3.6 below. 




Source: Field Surve y, 1��2
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TABLE 3.5: AGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE SAMPLE 
AGE NUMBER OF 
RESPONDENTS 








'Source : Field Survey, 1992 
TABLE 3.6 : PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUl10N OF 




Source : Field Surve y, 1992 
As indicated in Table 3.4, 34% of the sample drawn were males and the remainder 
females. The pupils ranged in age from 12 years to over 20 (fable 3.5). They had aJJ 
hecn studying Geography for at least one year. One hundred and fifty seven of the 
respondents came from the rural area while seventy six came from tbe urban area. 
3.8 Administration of the Questionnaire 
The questionnaire was initially administered to twenty pupils (ten from a rural school 
and ten from an urban school). The purpose of this technique was to gauge the 
understanding of the items proposed. From the results of this pilot sutvey tbe final draft 
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of the questionnaire was prepared after the wording of some of the items was modified 
to clarify their meaning. 
The questionnaires were personally administered by the researcher to avoid any problems 
relating to postal suiveys such as delays and low return of responses (Cohen and Manion, 
1988). In each school, however, the class teacher's help was enlisted to ensure that an 
atmosphere was .created that was conducive for conducting a test and completing the 
questionnaires. Pupils were asked not to identify themselves in an attempt to encourage 
truthfulness in the completion of the questionnaire. Where an individual failed for one 
reason or another to answer a certain question the individual's total data set was rejected 
to avoid any bias through selectivity. For this reason of the 400 questionnaires 
distributed only 341 questionnaires were found suitable for the analysis. 
Thirty Geography teachers were selected from the schools where the research took place 
and also from the other schools within the district. The thirty teachers were made up 
of 10 (about 33%) maJes and 20 females (about 67%). Twenty of the teachers were 
selected from ruraJ schools while the rest came from urban schools. Twelve of the 
teachers were selected from the schools visited and the rest were picked at random. 
3.9 Validity and Reliability of the Data 
One of the major problems with research of this kind is the validity of the data gathered. 
Validity in this sense is held to mean the avoidance of bias (Cohen and Manion, 1984). 
Measures taken to reduce bias in this research included making the meaning of the 
questionnaires used very clear as a result of corrections made after the pilot survey, 
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vt!rying the content or the questions used to increase interest among a wide variety of 
pupils, not allowing pupils to communicate with each other whi]e completing the 
questionnaires and also the use of probability sampling in tlle selection of the sample. 
The use of questionnaires also encouraged honesty because they were anonymous. 
Reliability of the data on the other hand refers to the consistency of the answers given 
(Mahlangu, 1987). One of the measures taken to ensure reliability in this re.search was 
to vary the questions in sucb a way that more often than not one question often acted 
as a check on the other. Titis allowed the answers given to be cross-checked. 
3.10 Supplementary Data Acquisition 
111 addition to the dt1ta obtained from the field, information was also obtai11cd from the 
rccon.ls of the Regional and District Offices of the Department of Education in 
Buttcnvorth, and from the Head Omce of the Department in Umtata. A lot of valuable 
data was also obtained from books, journals, pamphlets, and from periodic reports of 
various governments departments. 
3.11 Data Analysis 
The analysis of the data was carried out in order to a11ow for hypothesis testing. The 
nnll hypothesis used stated that the distribution of group reponses to each individual 
item would be identical. Tue alternative hypothesis would, therefore, imply thal the 
distribution of group responses to items in the questions indicate shifts in the response 
locations. 
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In testing this hypothesis the following procedures were followed: 
A. Group analysis; summarising each group of responses to provide a simplified
picture of the :'iituation. The response for each individual was obtained and so
was their performance in the test. This score was assumed to be an indication of
tbe individual's level of understanding of the model (Cohen, 1968). To allow the
assessment of the responses to be placed in a proper perspective, the analysis was
first limited to the total score on the test on each of the models.
B. Within group c1ualysis: the performance of the pupils was then assessed in groups
as for sex, family background, etc. The expressed attitudes to the different models
by the differeot population groups (e.g. males) were also summarised by assessing:
(1) the relative popularity of each attitude of the scale for a designated group as
shown by the frequency distribution for that group
(2) the range of opinions accepted or rejected
(3) the. degree of homogeneity in the attitudes of a designated group to a particular
attitudinal statement as shown by the spread or dispersion of its frequency
distribution.
To enable group differences (as in sex) to be tested for significance, the chi­
square test is utilised. It is used when comparing the number of groups falling into 
a certain descriptive category. While it is often used to distinguish between two 
categories, it can also be used to categorise three or more groups. The chi-square 
test compares the observed to the theoretical frequency and answers the question 
of whether the differences could be ascribed to chance. Its basic principles are: 
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(a) that there is a the01y or an idea of a certain kind about how the cases should be
distributed;
(h) thal there is a sttmple showing how the cases are actually distributed;
(c) there is a wish to know whether or not the differences between tbe theoretical
and the observed frequencies are of such size that these differences might
resom,bly he ascribed to the operation of chance.
The chi-square. is simple, and easy to use. A 95% level of significance is the 
minimally accepted Jevel in using the chi-square test. Differences are also 
considered only if the P-vaJue is <0.05. At this level, the nuJI hypothesis (Ho), 
which asserts the independence of the groups, is rejected and then the alternative 
hypothesis (Hi), which holds that the variables are dependent, is acce.pted. 
C. Underlying trends: the scores from the 341 returns were also correlated with the
personality factors (section one of the questionnaire) and placed in a hierarchical
cluster to identify groups of items which - taken together - might reflect some
underlying positions. · The product moment correlation examines bi-variate
reJatjonships especially the d.egree of linear association between a pair of
variables. It is expressed as the ratio of the covariance to the square root of the
product of their variances as shown by the foJII1ula below:
where: Rab the correlation coefficient of the. ath and the bth variables. 
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'n1e correlation co-e.fJicient varie.s from + l.O indicating a perfect positive correlation, 
through O for no relationship to -1.0 indicating a perfect negative relationship. In 
between the ranges are various co-efficients indicating various degrees of relationships. 
Correlations arc however statistically significant at a level of probability which must not 
be grcnter that 0.05 (Gosling, 1967). 
One useful feature of correlation analysis is that the correlation co-efficients can be 
shown in a correlation matrix so that the largest coefficients can be identified. The 
correlation matrix of the selected variables and the demonstrated level of understanding 
of the models will indicate the strength and direction of relationship between IC'.vel of 
understanding of models and the variables. This technique is referred to as cluster 
analysis (Bailey, 1973). TI1cre are many versions of such cluster analyses (Jardine and 
Sibs<m, 1971: Sneath and Sokal, 1973). The simplest of these is the Mcquity's e.lementary 
linkage analysis whkh will be used in this research (Bailey, 1982). 
To he.Ip identify the particular group ·of factors associated with variations in the 
performance of the. pupils, and to reduce data overload factor analysis was employed in 
this research to measure the contribution of each factor. 
Factor analysis can be employed in a number of research strategies. li can be employed 
to test or evaluate hypotheses deduced from a theory (Bailey, 1973); to transform a set 
of variables to a new set of orthogonal factors for input into a regression model (Moser 
and Scott, 1961); to explore the underlying structure into a data matrix. (Gould, 1964); 
and to achieve parsimony in data description (Moser and Scott, 1961). ln this research, 
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factor analysis will help to group the variables wl1ich will make description easier 
(parsimony) and also facilitate the identification of the factors associated with differences 
in the level of understanding of the models among pupils in the Transkei eRsier. 
Through factor analysis, it is intended in this research, to reduce the variables iu the data 
matrix to a form that reflects the general pattern characteristic of the variables. Apart 
from providing information on the individual variables as they relate to their means and 
standard deviations, the relationships between the variables are also portrayed through 
their correlations. In factor analysis only the estimated variance - the portion of the 
variance in each variable which is related to that in other variables analysed - b subj�cted 
to scrutiny. 'n1e common variance represents common elements running through the 
daict resulting in high correlations. 
In addition to the methods outlined above frequencies: means, percentages and other 
statistical measures of centrality and dispersion (eg means)· are employed at various 
stages of the research to enable descriptions and explanations. 
3.12 Limitations of the Research 
This research is likely to suffer the folJowing limitations: 
1. The study assessed the views of only 341 pupils. TI1is raises questions about the
generality of the results. While time and cost constraints were the main
considerations in the selection of this sample size, it severely limits the wider
applicability of the results. For instance, the conclusions cannot be construed lo
mean that it has perfect validity for the rest of the population. 1l1e sample size
is 111s0 not enough to properly assess differences between different types of
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schools, socio�economic conditions and the backgrounds of pupils. 
2. While the study attempted to probe the attitudes of Geography teachers to the
use of models no attempt was made to probe their personality nor school
organisation. Jt was accepted that this fell outside the scope of this research.
However, if intervie.ws had been conducted among teachers, it probably would
have provided some information about personalities, school organisation as
regards how these affect the availability and use. of models.
3. The mere expression of an attitude also does not mean that one wiJI act in
accordance with it. Therefore, it it possible that replication of this research
among the same respondents mi�ht produce diffe.rent results.
4. ·n1e presence of the subject teacher and of the researcher is likely to have
influenced pupil performance.
5. Data for this study was collected during the first week of March, 1992. At that
time most pupils were just about settling into their high school work.
Performance could therefore be affected by the fact that they had done very little
of their senior secondary school work at tllat stage. Time constraints made it
impossible to find a more suitable time.
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6. This research investigated the problems of conceptual understanding of models
used in Geography textbooks in tl1e former Transkei. No attempt was made to
investigate problems of understanding in other areas of the school curriculum.
However, it is possible that any of these limitations may influence pupils'
judgement or performance in either way. Notwithstanding these limitations, this
study attempts to be a pointer to an existing situation.
Summary 
From the review presented above, the folJowing methods of data collection and analysis 
were identified as having been utilised in this research: 




q ucst.ionnaircs to identify personality variables;
tests to gauge level of understanding;
application of statistical techniques of generality such as correlations and factor
analysis to draw inferences.
In the chapters that fo11ow, the various techniques of data analysis discussed above are 
employed at various sections to carry out the objectives of this research. ln addition to 
t11ese techniques various tables are used in various sections of this research to elucidate 





NDING OF MODELS 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter the results of the tests to gauge the level of unde:rntanding of models by 
pupils are presented. Relationships between the levels of understanding and other 
personality variables are measured and commented upon. In this way problems with the 
level of understanding are unearthed 
4.2 Test Scores 
The scores of the battery of tests to measure the level of understanding ranged from 17% 
through 40% to 86%. The mean of the scores was 43 with a standaro deviation of 18. In 
general it was observed that students in the utban areas did better in the test of 
understanding of models than those in the rural areas. While the average soore in the rural 
a reas was 40%, that of the urban areas was 47%. 
The problem is related in part to the supply of and quality of teachers in these schools. 
Most of the well qualified teache:rn prefer to teach in the urban areas. For instance, at the 
time of thls research, one of the rural schools had not had an English teacher for the 
standard eight class since the beginning of the year. The results obtained are shown on 
Table 4.1. 
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TI1csc results formed the dependent measure of level of understanding of models. TI1e 
figures presented below are a summary of the results of all the tests combined. However, 
there were distiuct differnnces in the results relating to each particular test. 
TABLE 4.1: RESULTS OF THE TEST OF LEVEL OF UNDERSTANDJNG 
SCORE FRE- SCORE PRE-
(IN % ) QUENCY (IN%) QUENCY 
17% 2 35% 4 
21% 2 36% 4 
2:-Vf() 6 37% 12 
24% 5 38% 12 
25% 2 39% 10 
26% 5 40% 11 
27% 5 41% 8 
2W?1t, 9 42% 4 
29% 4 43% 3 
30% 9 44% 3 
31% 5 45% 13 
32% 12 46% 6 
33% 9 47% 2 
34% 5 48% 9 
Source: Field sutVe • 1992 y 
4.3 Model One (Gravitational Pull) 
SCORE FRE- SCORE FRE-
(IN%) QUENCY (IN%) QUENCY 
49% 6 65% 6 
50% 7 66% 5 
51% 13 69% 8 
52% 5 70% 2 
53% 5 71% 5 
54% 17 72% 5 
55% 8 74% 2 
56% 6 75% 7 
57% 9 760/o 2 





The results of model one sought to establish the level of understanding of pictorial models 
among pupils. TI1is consisted of diagramatic representation of the gravitational pull of the 
eai h. 
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'D1e pull is illustrated by an.-ows with a series of frogs packed close to the ea1th's surface. 
111e- model c-.omes from the standard eight textboook. There were ten one-mark questions 
in all with tJ1e best student secw·ing a seven out of ten. The average in the test ,vas four. 
Generally the female respmdents with au average of six did better than their male 
counteq,arts with an average of three. 
4.4 Model Two (Urban Structure) 
TI1c second model consisted of a diagramatic representation of the models of urban 
structure from llurgess, Hoyt and Harris and Ullman. The model wai. selected fom the 
range of_ models used in one of the standard seven textbooks. In this particular test the 
performance was very weak. The highest being five out of ten but most of the pupils scored 
below tiue-e. 111e average score was two. 
4.5 Model Three (Volcanic Structure) 
'I11is is a model of intrusive volcanic landforms. It is rectangular in shape ,:vith the 
landforms shaded in a deep black. The model was selected from the range of model,, in the 
standard eight textbook-;. For some reason which is not quite clear now, results in this test 
were oue of the best. Most of the pupils got five and above with the highest being eight out 
of ten. The average was six. 
4.6 Model Four (Far1ning Systems) 
TI1c model used in this test was selected from the standard seven textbook. It is a schematic 
diagram of a farm inputs and output variables. Its purpose is to illustrate the linkages 
between these items. Performance in this test was very poor. The average score was three 
even though one studen.t secured a six out of ten. 
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4.7 1\1.odel Five (Sf:n1dure of the Atmosphere) 
TI1e structure of tl1e atmosphere formed the model used m the fifth test. 1his is a 
schematic diagram showing the various layers of the atmosphere and comes from the 
standard eight textbook. 111e model also illustrates the compo.sition of the atmosphere, the 
tcmp?-rature of each layer, and the approximate heigh t of each layer. Performance jn this 
lest .... w,� ,1lso we<lk. \Vhile three of the students got all correct, the average score was only 
four. 
4.8 1\1()(1r-l Six (Agricultural Systems) 
·nw questions [or model eight were bai;ed on a pictorial model from the standard eight 
textbook 011 agricultural systems. It paints a picture of two systems: one from the poor 
undcn.lcvclopc:d co1ml1ics <lnd the other from the rich developed countiies using a �eries of 
pictures. Pe.rformance in the test based on this model was also good - i n  fact it vms the 
second best. ·n,e average score was six but quite a large number of studentc; got c.ight ou1 
of ten. 
4.9 Model Seven (Demographic Transition) 
Questions for this were based on the model of demographic transition selected from the 
standard eight textbook. The model itself is a graphical 1-epresentation of birth and death 
rates dfoided into stages. The performance in the test was very weak. The average score 
was t:wo, with the highest being a five out of ten. 
4.10 Mo<lcl Eight (Factors Influencing Death Rates) 
l11e questions for this test were based on a schematic model. This is a model ilJustrn.ting 
the factors influencing the crude death rate. The model comes from the standard eight 
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textbook. The performance in this test was also poor. The average score wac; three and 
ma;t of the students failed to answer all the questions. 
4.11 Section Nine 
In this section pupils were made to e)..-plain certain words used with models in their 
textbooks. There were two marks awarded for each correct answer. The performance in 
this test was very poor. Toe average score was four out of twenty while the best scor e was
eleven out of twenty. 
The combined results of all the tests were used to gauge levels of understanding of the 
models used in the school textbooks. The test results were then correlated with the 
personality factors listed in Section A of the questionnaire. Only statistically significant 
differences are presented in the following section. 
4.12 Significant Differences 
Significant differences were initially noted using the test scores as presented in Table 4.2




TEST THREE 60% 
TEST FOUR 30% 
TI3STFIVE 40% 
TEST SIX 60% 
TI3STSEVEN 25% 
TI3ST EIGHT 30% 
TP.STNINE 40% 
,, Source: Field Survey, 1992. 
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A c-.omparison of the mean scores reveals that performance in the test was better where only 
pictorial models were uc;ed (tests three and six) than where schematic diagrams were used. 
111is finding is consistent with those of Lindworsky (Chapter two) in that it emphasises the 
imporlance or visual representation in learning over abstractness. Pictorial models are 
visually ea5ier to comprehend than schematic diagrams. While this may be an impo1tant 
realisation the mode.ls used in school textbooks in the Transkei have only a few pictorial 
diagrams ns indicated in Table 4.3 below. 
TABLf� 4 .. � : MODELS USED IN THE PRESCRIBED GEOGRAPHY TE�"1'DOOKS 
IN TUE TRANSKl1:I 
(111ese are: New Window on tl1e World Series (NWO\V) and the Senior Geography Series 
(SG) ). 
TYPE OF MODEL 1YPE OF BOOKS AND ClASS 
NWO SG NWOW SG NWOW SG TOTALS 
STD8 STD 8 STD9 ST 9 STD 10 SIDJ.O 
GRAPHS 30 10 9 4 25 20 98 
SCHEMATIC 44 23 101 78 151 84 481 
DIAGRAMS 
SCHEMATIC 18 0 8 0 0 2 28 
OllTLINES 
SYSTEM DIAGRAMS 5 0 0 2 19 8 34 
3DDIAGRAMS 18 5 27 13 25 22 110 
l'JCTORJAL 2 0 12 0 0 () 14 
TOTALS 117 38 157 97 220 136 765 
Source: New Window on the World Series h Series. Senior Geo grap y 
From the table it can be deduced that while pictorial models only constitute about 2% of 
all the models found in the two textbooks schematic diagrams con.'>titutc 63% of all the 
models. It is difficult to understand why schematic diagrams remain so popular in spite of 
evidence such a<; unearthed by this research. 
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4.13 InOuenccs on Level of Understanding of Models 
4.13.1 l\1atching Tcledsion and Level or Understanding of Models 
Jn a discipline Jik.e Geography, where distant regions are often studied with no visual aids, 
televisjon is valuable. In this study, therefore, it was not surprising that a number of 
significant differences were found in the level of understanding of those who watched 
television often and thooe who did not. In this connection Table 4.4 he1ow summarises the
res_ponses to the freque-ncy with which pupils watched television and their mean achievement 
soore. 
TABLE 4.4: llERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION lVATCIIlNG 
FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE MEAN SCORE 
REGUIAR 28.1 41% 
SOMETIMES 47.9 37% 
SELDOM 9.9 32% 
NEVER 14.1 22% 
TOTAIJ 100% 
. 
Souree: 1�ield �urve • 1992y 
From the above table, it can be deduced that the majority of the respondents only watched 
television sometimes. Tue correlation oo•efficient between T. V. viewing and level of 
understanding of models was a statistically significant .(iJ at .0003 level of significance. 
TI1e results indicate for instance that 56.9% of those who obtained 40 or more in the test 
were those who watched television often. Similarly 70.7% of those who never watched 
television obtained scores of 30 or below. Needless to say that this finding was but: for a few 
differences the same for rural and urban children for the simple reason that many of those 
who 11ever watch television are also resident in the rural area s. 
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4.B.2 Lisfeniug lo the Radio News and the Level or Understanding of Models
Access to the rac.lio is another socio-economic index. Pupils from middle and high income. 
ramilics lrnvc more access to radios than those from low income families. Listening to the 
news on rn<lio is considered to have educational value for C'. eography. 11,e table below 
summarises the pe-rcentage distribution of the frequency with which respondents listened to 
the n1dio nc,vs nnd their score on the te.st of level of understanding of models. 
TAULE 4.5: FREQUENCY OF LISTENING TO THE RADIO NEWS 
FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE MEAN SCORE 
REGUIAR 43.7 38% 
S O:METil\1ES 47.4 44% 
SELDOM 7.8 34% 
NEVER 1.0 30% 
TOTAL 100% 
Source: Field Surve ' 1992 
F.xaminntion of the <lata gathered reveals that there were significant difforcnce-s in the
answc�rs provided by those who listened to the radio uews and those who did not. 111e 
differences were also shown to be statistically significant with a correlation coefficient of .72 
at 0.001 level of significance. Considering the visual effects of television it seems strange 
that the results seem to indicate that those who listened to the radio news seem to have 
done better than thooe who watched television. While this might seem so it must be noted 
that almost f'lll those who watched television also listened to the radio news. It also seem 
plausible that some of the respondents might have answered the question to impres,c; by 
indicating that they watched television. 
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Besides these significant differences, several other differences were noted in the overaU 
performance of the test. One of these concerned gender. 
4.13.3 Gender and Level of Understanding of Models 
Ac; indicated earlier on in Chapter Three, there were in the sample- 225 (66%) females and . 
.116 males (34%) reflecting the p:,pulation comJX>sition of the schools in Transkei. 
Upon the examination of the resu1ts it was observed that in both niral and urban areas� 
females <lid better than their male counterparts. The mean score of males in all the tests 
wa,; 14'?;,. Females had a mean score of 44%. Of those scoring fifty percent (50%) or more 
I.here. were sixty-two (62) females - representing 21 % of the total - and fifty one (51) males -
representing 14% of the total number of students. In other words over 40% of the 225 
females pa<,sed the te-st while only 35% of the 116 males passed. Indeed, the highest score 
of 86% was obtained ·by a girl. Rural females had a mean score of 39% while their male 
counterparts bad a mean score of 37%. In the urban areas on the other hand. females had 
a mean score of 48% while males had a mean score of 41%. This would tend to indicate 
that urban males did better than rural females. 
111e llearson·s correlation co-efficient between sex (N = 341) and level of understarn.ling of 
models was 0.5772 at 0.029 level of significance. In effect this means that there is a i::ositive 
relationship between sex and level of understanding of models. This relationship is also very 
highly significant. The results confirm the views of Archer (1976a). Goldberg (1970), 
Draper (1975) and Bern (1974) that there is a relationship between sex and academic 
achievement. 1be positiveness of the correlation confirms the views of Anastasi, (1958); a11d 
Coates, (1974) that a positive relationship exists between sex and academic achievement. 
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4.13.4 Age anti level or Understanding of Models 
The second most imp'.)ftant finding of the research after the previously acknowledged gender 
differences in ll,e scores is the relation�hip between level of w1derstanding of Illodels and 
age. A� a factor in learning age has been commented upon by researchers like J>iagct. 
EA-pe1ienced teachers for instance are aware that young children leain certain subject matter 
faster when combined with aspects of reality. The ages of the sampled students ranged from 
</Hycars (W%) through 17years (29%) to 27yea:ra (0.34%). The majority of them were 
however aged he tween 16 and 20 (7 4% )- The age distribution of the respondents ha5 
already been given in Table 3.5 (Chapter 1bree) but it is presented a gain in an expanded 
form below as Table 4.6. 
TABLE 4.6 : AGES OF THE STUDENTS 
AGE FREQUENCY 













TOTAL . 341 
Source: Field Surve . 1992. y 
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While many of the younger students did very well jn the tests to measure Ievel of 
understanding of models the best student overall was aged 19 years. Of all those obtaining 
50% or more in the test, 72% of them were aged between 17 and 20years. 111e pattern was 
!he same for both rural ancJ urhan areas .. For each the mean score of the younger ones wa.�
much better tlmn the older ones. TI1e mean score of those aged between 17 and twenty for 
both rural Rnd urban areas was 46%. However a few of some very old students did much 
helter than thefr younger companions. 
The correlation between age and academic achievement is -0.67 at 0.0001 level of 
significance- (N == 341). 'Il1,is c-.orrelation is acceptable and it is also statisticruly, significant 
(Bctiley
1 
1982). In effect this means that performance improves with youth or (hat older 
students tended 1-0 understand models less than younger students. 
There were differences in the degree of correlation between males and females when these 
nre m1nlysed separate.ly. The correlation between the scores and female .:iges is -0.58 at 
0.0001 level of significance. For males the correlation was -0.45 at 0.02 level of sig11ificance. 
'TIJe conclusion is thus that level of understanding of models is inversely related to age 
whether for males or for females. lhe correlation is however stronger in the case of females 
than male�. 1be conclusion from this result is that females should be permitted to go to 
school earlier than males. Support for this contention also ti.es in the notion that is 
supJX)lted by many olher studies that females mature on the average 2 years earlier than 
males. Several other researchers have discovered a relationship between age and academic 
achievement (cf Baltes & Schaie, 1976; Horn & Donaldson, 1976; Hom & Donaldson, 
1977). From the finding, presented there is conclusive evidence that age is related to level 
of understanding of models. 
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4.13.5 Length or Time Studying Geography and Level of Understanding of Models 
One of the most important conclusions of t he research is the length of time studying 
Geography and its effect on the level of understanding of modelc;. For many of the 
respondents their length of time studying Geography related to t he length of time they have 
been in school. On the other hand a substantial n umber (26%) were starting Geography 
for the first time or onJy studied the cliscipline- for the first time in standard seven. In Table 
4.7 below the e<luca0onal lcveJ at which respondents were introduced to Creography for the 
first time is shown. 
TABLE 4.7 : EDUCATIONAL LEVEL ,vHEN RESPONDENTS 
WERE E}.."'POSED TO GEOGRAPHY 
NUMBER EDUCATIONAL LEVEL 
OF 
STUDENTS 
187 PRIMARY SCHOOL 
65 JUNIOR SEC. SCHOOL 
52 SID 7 ONLY 
37 STD 6 ONLY 
TOTAL 341 
Source: Field ,urve y, 1992
The vast majority (76<fo) of those who got 50% or above in the tests have been studying 
Geography since the primary school. Of those who failed 38% had only been studyin g 
Geography since th ey entered senior secondary school. The outline presented above implies 
that level of understanding of models increases with the length of time studying Geo graphy. 
Correlations were computed between length of time studying Geography and the level of 
understanding of models. In this connection Table 4.8 summarises the length of time spent 
studying Geography. 
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TABLl� 4.8: LENGTH OF TIME STUDYING GEOGRAPHY 
NUMBER OF LENGTH OF 
STUDENTS TIME 
187 8YFARS 
65 7 YFARS 
52 6 YEARS 
37 5 YEARS 
TOTAL 341 
Source: Field Surve y, 1992
The correlation he tween length of time studying Geography and the level of understanding 
of models was 0.7091 (N = 341) at 0.0001 level of significance. 1he conelation is 
slcltistically hig.hly significant. TI1e c.orrelation implies that level of understanding of models 
.increases with length of time studying Geography. What this means is that level of 
understanding of models decreases with a decrease in the length of ti.me studying the. 
discipline. ·n1e implication here is that pupils ought to be introduced to Geography more 
ofkn perhaps through an increase in the number of periods allocated to the subject. 
Another implication of this finding is that pupils ought to be introdure<l to Geography 
education from a very early age. In most of the schools in the Transkei Geography is only 
introduced to pupils from Standard 4. In the years before this pupils arc taughl Geography 
as part of social studies education. This finding of the research tends to suggest that the 
current practice needs modification. 
4.13.6 Plac,'.e of Rcsidenr.e and Level or Understanding of Models 
OvcraH urban residents did better than rural residents. The average performance of urban 
residents (36% of the sample) was 48% while that of rural residents (64% of the 
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resrxmdents) was only 38%. ·n1e correlation between pla ce of residence and level of 
understanding of models was 0.62 at 0.126 level of significance. 
'lbere were also small differences between the results for females and those for mal.es. For 
females, it was 0.66 at 0.1094 level of significance while for males, it was 0.58 at 0.20L2 level 
o( significc1nce. For both, however, the correlation is s tatistically significant being stronger 
in females than in males. However, the conclusion can be drawn that females tend to be 
more affected by the place of rcsideuce than the males. 
ACA:Ording to Thomas ( 1985) one of the most imJ_:X)rtant factors that underlie socio-ec-.onomic 
differences in the Transkei is whether one happens to be au urban or· a ru ral 1esident. 
Several reasons account for this. There is, for instance, the fact that urban residents cam 
more than n1ral residents and have more modern facilities than rnral rcsitlcnts. 
4.13.7 Paren1al/Guardian Level of Educational Attainment 
and Level of Understanding of Models 
A con�iderable number of the students (27,4%), mostly from the rural areas, had parents 
who liavc hatl no education whatsoever. Of the rest of the parents many had obtained some 
form of education although this was mostly primacy school education. There were however 
quite a number with JX)St matric education especially nurses (9% of the students), and 
teachers (8% of the students). Parents with university education were however few (0,4%, 
all from the urban area), but many parents were studying in post-matric institutions. ·n1e 
educational score of each parental group, as presente d in Table 4.9 , was computed ac; by 
adding up the relevant figures, as given below: 
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No c<luca1ion = 
Completed J>rim.ary School -
Completed Junior secondary school -
Completed senior secondary school -
Completed a post matric institution 
other than university = 
Having a university degree -
Having JX)St graduate degrees - 6
Man)' of the students (36%) had only single parents and to avoid distortions H1e cducationn] 
score of the parents was divided by the number of parents (Chapter 1bree). Where a parent 
stnrted R rer1ain level of education but did not complete or still studying he;'she is awarded 
half of the educational score of that level. 
1110 correlation between parental education and the level of understanding of models of the 
pupils is 0.74004 al 0.0001 level of significanoe (N = 341). There is therefore a strong 
positive co1Telation between parental education and the level of understanding of the 
models. ·n1c correlation is also very highly significant. 1be strong positive relationship 
implies that children of parents with a high level of educadon ha<l a higher Jevel of 
understanding of models than those whose parents -had had little or no education nt all. 
Indeed of those obtaining 50% and over in the tests, 63,2% had parents who had obtained 
education up to the standard ten level. Thus there is enough proof that parental education 
is very strongly related to the educational attainment of the children. 
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TABLE 4.9 : PARENTAL EDUCATION AND 
TIIE MEAN ACHIEVEMENT SCORE OF STUDENTS 
EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVE:MENT NUMBER 
LEVEL OF SCORE OF 
PARENTS 
STUDENTS 
2 23 6 
3 27 8 
3.5 27 7 
4 32 27 
4.5 32 32 
5 39 62 
5.5 46 11 
6 39 36 
6.5 47 28 
7 49 17 
7.5 51 15 
8 47 22 
8.5 48 21 
9 48 13 
9.5 48 1 
10 49 18 
10.5 47 2 
11 48 2 
11.5 49 1 
12 50 2 
TOTAL 341 
Source: Field Survey, 1992.
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4.14 Correlation Matrix 
All the correlation co-efficients can be put in a matrix to reflect an order of ranking. This 
is presented in Table 4.10 below. 
TABLE 4.10: MATRIX OF CORRELATION CO-EFFIENCIENTS 
Level of F.ducation of Parents 
Listening to the Radio News
Length of Time Studying Geography 
Age 










The ranking reveals that the level of education of parents had the strongest relationship with 
the level of understanding of models. It is therefore the factor that affects school pupils in 
the Transk.ei the mast as far as the level of understanding of models is concerned Similarly 
sex had the weak.est relationship with the level of  unde:rntancling of models. 
4.15 Student Perception 
While statistical techniques may reveal a pat tern their use can be misleading especially when 
such results are applied to real life situations (Bailey, 1973). A better method is to combine 
statistical techniques with other methods to obtain a more comprehensive picture. In this 
research therefore it was found necessary to investigate whether student assessions were in 
consonance with the conclusions that were arrived at from the statistical analysis. In this 
connection pupils were asked on a scale of 1 to 4 (ranging from well un derstood to p:>orly 
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umlcrstood) to rnlc their level of understandiug of the models they have been exJ?Osed to. 
111c results are presented here below in Table 4.11 : 
TABLE 4.11 LEVEL OF UNDERSTANDING OF MODELS 
MODEL LEVELS OF UNDERSTANDING 
1 2 3 4 
Gravitational Pull 254 87 
Model of Demogn1phic Transition 187 
·.n1e S trncture of the Atmosphere 49 112 180 
Agricultural Systems 150 191 
Models of Urban Strnc-ture 115 226 
Fact0rs Influencing Death Rates 34 108 1.99 
/\.. !'arming System 204 137 
Volcanic lntrnsives 151 190 
Sourc.e: F1elcl :rnrve • 1992 y 
111e rn.cwlts presented above indicate that the first, third fifth , sixth and eight were judged 
1o be those that were very well understood. With the exception of model five these resul(s 
are cQnsistent with the pe1formance in the test in the sense that where pupils did better in 
those models they claimed to understand and performed J?OOrly in those models they 
claimed not to understand. Further probing of these results is necessary to identify the 
problems with the w.1derstanding of models among school pupils in the Transkei. Tb.is 
aspect of the research is to be taken up in the next chapter. 
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11,ereafter teacher practices will also be examined in a follow-up chapter to identify the 
other factors bebfod the problems identified. 
SUl\fMARY 
Tii.is chapter has presented the results to test the level of understanding of models. The 
c1.nalysis has indicated that pupils do well in the pictorial models than in the other models. 
111e anaJysis carried out in this chapter has also revealed seven major factors responsible for 
differences in the level of understanding of models among pupils in the Transkei. These 
are: the frcquenc.,")' of watching television, the frequency of listening to the radjo news, sex, 
age, the length of tim.e spent studying Geography, one's place of residence, the t-ype of 
model and tbe level of education of ones parents or guardians. From the strength of the 
various corrnlation co-efficients considered and with only one �xception (se.x) the pattern 
that emerges is that of two broad groupin� of the variables according to their 
relationship,: one group representing positive relationship;. These are: frequency of 
watching television, the frequency of listening to the radio news, place of residence, length 
of time studying Geography and parental or guardian's level of education. The other group 
with only one factor (age) where the relationships are negative. To identify the particular 
group of factors responsible for differences in the level of understanding of lllodcls there 
is a need to probe further, to group the factors and unmask their underlying factors. 11ris 
will be carried out in the chapters that fol ow. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
KEY FACTORS INFLUENCING 
'fHE CONCEPTUAL UNDERS'"f ANDING OF MODELS 
5.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter cer1ain problems were identified, through the techniques of 
rorrd<1tion ,malysis a� being factors affecting the level of understanding of models used 
in Geography textbooks in the Transkei. As indicated in the summary it was noted that 
i'I number of general factors affected the pupils' level of understanding of the nw<lcls. 
This by itself. however, does not enable one to identify the broad pattern of the problems 
wifh the um.lcrstanding of models in Transkei so that meaningful recommendations r.ould 
he nrndc. lliat is because it was impossible to consider each of the many co-efficients 
in !he correlation matrix separately at any length. TI1e reason is that a certain amount 
of information overload was associated with the technique. A method of obtaining 
suhsystems or groups of variables from the matrix of correlation co-efficients is therefore 
important to facilitate a greater degree of description and explanation and to expose 
more information. This chapter intends to explore this possibility and through that to 
identify the key factors influencing academic achievement induding an understanding of 
the models used in Geography textbooks in the Transkei. 
5.2 Deriving the Factors 
The order, pattern or regularity in the complex interrelationships among measures can 
be investigated mathematically via the multivariate technique of common factor analysis. 
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Common factor analysis is a member of a family of techniques called factorial 
analysis. Their general purpose is to unravel the patterns of variations exhibited by a set 
of variables (Rummel, 1970). A complete factor analysis of a data matrix is 
mathematically unique. It must be stated though that factor analysis solutions depend 
on the initial mix of the input variables and the intercorrelations they exhibit. 
In using factor analysis it is always better to do two series of factor analyses so that a 
clearer picture can be obtained. For this research it is proposed to use the covariance 
matrix and the correlation matrix. For these two series two methods were employed: (1) 
principal components and (2) the maximum likelihood. With these two methods it was 
hoped that in the end whatever results obtained would give the best indication of the 
overall pattern of the data. The factor loadings for the two methods appear as Table 5.1 
(principal component) and Table 5.2 (least likelihood). 
TABLE 5.1: F1.JLL VARIMAX ROTATED FACTOR LOADINGS 
FACTORS FACTOR FACTOR 
ONE 1WO 
Place of Residence 0.05380 0.02827 
Watching Television 0.73584 0.15362 
Parents' Educational Level 0.71375 0.38059 
Listening to Radio Programmes 0.61940 0.79511 
Length of Time Studying 0.82890 0.07995 
Geography 
Gender 0.06580 0.64140 
Age 0.05380 - 0.02827
Source: Computer Centre, Umvers1ty of Transket 
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TABLE 5.2 : LEAST LlKELIHOOD FACTOR PATIERN 
FACTORS FACTOR FACTOR 
ONE 1WO 
Place of Residence 0.08851 0.36839 
Watching Television 0.74534 0.28376 
Parents' Level of Education 0.77267 0.31057 
I ,ength of time Studying 0.55064 0.67580 
Geography 
Listening to Radio Programmes 0.62217 0.57080 
Gender 0.17194 0.71648 
Age 0.06620 - 0.07972
Source: Universi ty of Transkei Com uter Centre p 
To discover the pattern revealed by the two factor loadings presented above the 
correlation co-efficients were transformed into eigenvalues and their associated 
eige.nve.ctors. By means of this the different dimensions of the variable structure were 
obtained and the percentage variances associated with each derived. Varimax rotation 
was also employed to facilitate the labelling of tl1e factors. The number of factors 
clerivecl were therefore the independent factors accounting for the variations in the 
scores. Table 5.3 indicates the eigenvalues and the percentage variance accounted for 
by the factors from the first method. 
TABLE 5.3 : CONT
R
IBUTION OF THE MAIN FACTORS 
FACTOR EIGENVALUE %VARIATION CUMULATIVE 
VALUE CONTRIBUl'ED PERCENTAGE 
Factor One 3.642 50.03 50.03 
Factor Two 2.884 36.91 86.94 
Source: Com uter Centre. Umverst ty p of '1 ranske1
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Table 5.3 reveals that factor one accounts for 50.03% of the total variation. Another 
36.91 % is accounted for by the second factor. The combined percentage variance 
<1ccuuntecl for by the two factors is 86.94%. Thus it can be concJuded from the table that 
v<1riations in the level of understanding of models among the respondents can be 
attributed in large pa1t to these two factors since tltey contribute as much as 86.94% of 
the variation. 
From the second method the following was obtained as indicated in Table 5.4 below. 
TABLE 5.4 : CONTJUBUTION OF THE MAIN FACTOUS 
FACTOR EIGENVALUE %VARIATION CUMULATIVE 
VALUE CONTRIBUTED PERCENTAGE 
Factor One 3.776 53.94 53.94 
Factor Two 2.924 37.48 91.42 
Source: Com p uter Centre Universi ty of Transkei 
From this table the picture obtained is similar to the first as 53.94% is explained by 
factor one and 37.48% by factor two. Together the two factors explain 91.42% of the 
variation. 
These two analyses thus indicate that there are now only two factors of importance to 
contend witll as far as variations in the level of understanding of models is concerned 
instead of the seven factor loadings. lb.is factor analytic technique has thus helped to 
narrow the number of factors and to achieve an economy of description. Variations in 
level of understanding of models can thus be explained in terms of the two factors. 
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The identification of the factors constitutes a very important step in the analysis. 
Although other research has been undertaken on the determinants of academic 
achievement in the Transkei, none have utilised this technique to systematically derive 
the major dimensions or factors determining variations in level of understanding of 
models (as an aspect of academic achievement) among school pupils in the Transkei. 
This section of the research has therefore helped to identify the major group of factors 
responsible for causing variations in the level of understanding of models in the Transkei. 
5.3 Naming the Factors 
The labelling or identification of the factors constitutes a most important step in the 
analysis. In using factor analysis to construct an index the first factor is very important. 
This is because it is the best transformation or reflection of the general pattern. From 
the index therefore factor one is of key importance in the analysis. 
An examination of the factor loadings of factor one reveals that level of understanding 
of models is positively related to all of the variables. The group of factors contributing 
high percentage variations to factor one are all factors inherent in the environment 
(both home and school) of the pupils. These are parenta1/guardian level of education, 
frequency of television viewing, fiequency of listening to the news on radio, length of 
time spent studying Geography and place of residence of the school child. Their effect 
contributes over 50% of the variation in the level of understanding of models. The 
conclusion is therefore that environmental conditions have a stronger influence on the 
level of understanding of models in the Transkei than other factors. Factor one can 
therefore be labelled environmental factor. 
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Factor two contributed about 37% to the total variations. In this case there was one 
positive and one negative factor loading. Tiieir influence is comparatively weak. The 
higher positive. factor loading was from sex while tl1e negative factor loading was from 
age. These arc factors located in nature and tlius this factor is labeJled as such. From this 
analysis it is concluded that the level· of understanding of models in the Transkei is 
affected far more by home environmental conditions than by nature. 
The summary above has employed the technique of factor analysis to group tl1e (actors 
into two broad categories: Factor one and Factor two. The grouping was done to 
simplify the data so that one could identify the particular group of factors responsible for 
causing variations in Jevel of understanding of models among school pupils in the 
Transkei. Through the grouping, the contribution of each of the factors to variations in 
the level of understanding of the models used in Geography textbooks in the Trnnskei 
was assessed. From the assessment, it was discovered that home environmental 
conditions had more influence on the level of understanding of models in the Transkei 
than any other factor. 
It has always been known that factors or processes in any region neither operate singly 
nor randomly. Particular patterns ( as in variations in level of understanding of models) 
are generated by specific processes that operate in a region (Taylor, 1977). In the next 
section therefore the identified factors are related to the obse,ved characteristics within 
the study region. From the examination it is hoped that the processes through which 
em1ironmental conditions work to influence the level of understanding of models in the 
Trnnskei may be outlined. 
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5.4 Factor One - Environmental Conditions 
Tite group of factors that contributed high scores to factor one (ie environmental 
conditions) are parental/guardian level of education, frequency of television viewing, 
frequency of listening to radio programmes, length of time spent studying Geography 
and the child's place of residence. 
With the. exception of pareutal education and length of time spent studying Geography, 
these groups of factors are dependent on the level of living in a country which is also 
affected by the birth rate among others. In the Trnnskei, like in many other developing 
countries, the birth rate is a high 2.7% per annum or 27 per l000. ConsequentJy the 
large family is the typical one. The causes of the high birth rate may l� traced to certain 
socio-economic factors prevalent within the community. As Nkuhlu (1985:485) lias 
stated, "the question of human values and attitudes, which is determined by culture and 
re.Jigion, cannot be ignored in studying the problems of development". The absence of 
a parent is also related to the J1igh level of unemployment in the Transkei. 
Frequency of listening to the radio news or to watching television is depe11dent on its 
availability. In the case of the Transkei tJ1ese are predominantly confined to the. urban 
centres. Unfortunately and as noted in Otapter One the vast majority of Transkeians 
live and work in the rural areas. The problem of rural\utban differentials in the Transkei 
can be viewed from two angles. In the first place it can be examined from the point of 
view of the availability of certain indices. Modem developmental indices such as 
electricity, roads, hospitals, post offices etc affect the spread of innovations and people's 
accessibility to information as it relates to the use and availability of contraceptives. In 
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the Transkei alt these indicators of deve]opment are state control ed and are provided 
mostly to town dwellers. Where provided in the rura1 areas specifications to which they 
are built differs from that of the town, the town one being of better quality than those 
in the rural areas. While rural housing is an individual's affair urban housing is state 
controlled and built to very high standards. The result is that spatial imbalances in 
development are made more evident especially between urban and rural areas. Secondly 
and perhaps more importantly rural dwe1lers earn less income and are more illiterate 
than urban dwellers. The poor economic position of many rural dwellers increases the 
pressure on school pupils to go out and 1ook for work early in life. As pointed out earlier 
in Chapter Three only 36% of those in standard eight continue their education further 
with another 38% of that leaving school at the end of standard nine. Many rural 
residents, therefore, stay ignorant of the complex relationship between socio-economic 
conditions and educational achievement or are unable to afford basic school material for 
their children. They therefore find themselves unable to provide the motivation that will 
improve the academic achievement of their children. The relative economic previledge 
of the group of children resident in the urban areas stems from the fact that they come 
from homes that value education and therefore have environments conducive to it. What 
is worse in the Transkei is that there is no Economic Planning Bureau or Department 
which can continually update socio-economic statistics and other information (Nkuhlu, 
1985). Thus the status quo continues to be maintained. 
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It must be stated though that these factors are all outside the school situation. Thus ju 
the search for the forces and factors behind an existing educational problem the focus 
is on issues outside the school. To Sadler, this is because " ..... the things outside the 
school matter, even more than things inside the schools and govern and interpret inside" 
(Tretheway, 1976:18). Many other studies have also stressed the strong relationships 
" ..... between education and society and between teaching and learning outcomes" (Noah 
and Eckstein, 1969:114). The formal school education naturally has its effects on the 
child as he grows into adulthood but it is dependent on the kind of school situation and 
the environm_ental stimulus he has received from his home background (Morrish, 1977). 
5.5 Factor Two - Nature 
The two factors contributing a high score to factor two - nature are age and sex. Their 
influence on variations in the level of understanding of models has been shown to be 
weak. The small association between this factor and the level of understanding of 
models, besides the environmental factors, can be explained in tenns of general causal 
factors in biological make up, and psychological functioning. The effects of these factors 
occur over time and are reinforced within a specific socio-economic environment. For 
instance it is known that a strong negative relationship exists between sex role 
conditioning, self-esteem, mental health and academic achievement (Bandura, 1969; 
Mischel, 1966; Long, 1986). It is held that traditional ro]es for especially females have 
a negative effect on competency in many tasks (Walker, 1978). Women who are victims 
of domestic violence, in particular have been shown to reflect lower self-esteem and 
greater helplessness, passivity, dependency, and acceptance of traditiona] male-female sex 
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roles than non victims (Walker, 1978). The effects of traditional roles on especially 
women have been traced to such other problems as the discrediting of their abilities and 
the attribution of success to factors other than their own competency (Oance & Imes, 
1978; Deaux, 1976). The negative influence of traditional sex roles in Southern Africa 
on competency, affect both males and females (Vetta, 1986). Thus, masculinity and 
femininity are no longer to be regarded as mutually exclusive as the endorsing of both 
traditional masculine and feminine roles has been shown to have a negative effect on 
mental competency (Singer, 1976). In a community where sex roles are still taught to 
the young, their negative effect on mental health and competency (as in academic 
achievement) will definitely be great (Helmreich & Stapp, 1975). 
S.5.1 Biological Make-up
Biologically, males have always been shown to be more susceptible to prenatal 
complications such c1s anoxia (Stevenson, 1966; Stevenson, and Bobrow, 1967). Toe 
majority of miscarriages are intact male foetuses (Stevenson and McQarin, 1957). In 
terms of live births the ratio between males and females is 106:100 (Stevenson and 
Bobrow, 1967). Throughout life males remain more vulnerable to a variety of disorders 
e.g. cerebral palsy, viral infections, ulcers, coronary thrombosis and some of mental
illness (Taylor and Ounsted, 1972; Garai, 1970). In the Transkei, male births surpass 
female births, but by the age of ten females have already surpassed males (C-ensus 
figures, 1985, Transkei). Extreme poverty (rural incomes stands at less than R200 p.a), 
leading to poor nutrition, poor accommodation and lack of basic facilities combine to 
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reduce life spans. Because males are biologically weaker the combination of poor 
environmental conditions and a weaker make-up tend to have greater effects on them. 
Growth velocity in males lags nearly two years behind the female's (Tanner, 1970). For 
instance, bone ossification is completed much later (Hutt, 1972b ); and puberty is attained 
about 2,5 years after those of girls (Nicholson and Hanley, 1953). In terms of maturity 
the newborn girl is equivalent to a 4 to 6 week old boy (Garai and Scheinfeld, 1968). 
It seems reasonable to conclude that the earlier maturity of girls give them a higher 
ability in both academic and other tasks. It is no wonder therefore that there is " ... a 
greater responsiveness of gixls to achievement demands and educational stimulation in 
middle childhood" (Werner, 1969). As noted ealier on in Chapter Four the girls did 
better in the tests of the level of understanding of the models than the boys. Girls in fact 
lateralise many cerebral functions earlier and more effectively than males (Taylor, 1969; 
Buffery, 1971) and hence acquire greater proficiency in them initially. This earlier 
maturation is reflected ih the better academic achievement of girls. 
Evidence from longitudinal studies however suggests that in later life several of the 
female advantages are lost and males increasingly dominate many intellectual tasks 
(Werner, 1969). Shouksmith, (1970), for instance, confirms that adult males are more 
creative than adult females. For example, Maccoby (1966) cites a study of Radcliffe 
College academics which found males to be considerably more productive than females. 
Thus variations in abilities between males and females is dependent on time. This also 
suggest that in looking for the factors accounting for variations in the academic 
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achieve.ment of older students the time e]ement in bioJogical differences should he 
st.ressed. 
5.5.2 Psychological Functioning 
To Burt differences in academic achievement between males and fema1es is psychological 
am.J is related 1o the degree of predominance of certain mental processes. To him, "in 
the adult man the cortex tends to appear more compJeteJy organised but in the adult. 
woman the thalamus ..... the mental life of man is predominantly cortical, that of woman 
is predominantly thalamic" (Burt, 1924, p.688). To him the predominance or the 
thalamic mental life of man is instrumental in bis superior ability in many tasks including 
academic. achievement. 
While accepting that not much can be done abqul the effects of nature on academic 
achievement it is gratifying to note that their contribution to variations in academic 
achievement is weak. Much influence can however be exerted on the socio-cultural 
environment. 'The recognition of demographic differences and tl.leir effects on level of 
understanding of models should therefore enable one to modify and/or exploit 
environmental circumstances to profitable advantage. 
SUMMARY AND EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS 
This chapter has grouped the many factors identified in chapter four as causing variations 
in the level of understanding of models into two major categories. These are the 
environmental factors and factors attributable to nature. The chapter has also outlined 
why the variations therein are more strongly affected by environmental factors. The 
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underlying factors to the observed pattern has also been outlined in this chapter. One 
important implication of this research for educational practice is the realisation that 
differences in academic achievement · among students reflect deficits in home 
background. Since this can be corrected the research offers the likelihood Lhal 
intervention through additional help and instruction offered to certain students and 
families can correct some of the problems created by variations in the level of 




TEACHERS' ATTITUDES TOWARDS MODELS 
6.1 Jntroduction 
This chapter reviews the major conclusions of the research conducted into the attitudes 
of tec1chers towards models used in Geography textbooks and teaching practices with 
respect to models. 1l1e chapter also correlates the conclusion of the previous chapter 
with the oosetvations in this chapter. It must be noted ltowever that the manner of 
teaching is often determined by the education system which is a product of the political 
system. In the Transkci problems facing black rural folk such as housing, water supplies 
etc do not feature in the school syllabus. The view presented is therefore narrow. TI1e 
1.Hscipline is also strictly compartmentalized into areas like geomorphology, clinrniology, 
economic geograp}1y and regions of the earth's surface wit11 little links between them. 
The 111ai11 ob_icctivc of Geography education has been and still is t.o provide pupils with 
factual knowledge. 
6.2 Attitudes Towards Models 
Models used in Geography textbooks have changed considerably with time both in its 
emphasis and methodology and in its role in education. This changing role has impacted 
differently on both teachers' aud pupils' perceptions and attitudes. While mode]s cannot 
be studied in isolation because it is a part of a discipline which is a part of the whole 
education system which is also a part of the social and economic environment within 
which it evolves, the emphasis in this chapter will be on the attitudes and perceplion of 
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the teachers towards models used in geography textbooks. The way models are used in 
geography textbooks is also a reflection of teacher know-how and of developments in the 
discipline. 
Hundreds of publications attest to the strong interest of educators in the role of study 
habits and attitudes in determining academic success. Studies suggest that the degree of 
steady highly motivated effort put forth by the student and his attitudes toward school 
work, rather than the purely mechanical procedure of studying might be of considcrab]e 
importance. As a result. several investigations have been done on attitudes to particular 
school subjects. As earJy as 1941 Jordan examined the attitudes of pupils to English 
attainment. among 1J to 15 year old boys. Majoribanks (1976) examined the attitudes 
to English and abiJity which to him differed at different levels of ability. Biggs also 
found allitudes to Mathematics (1959) to be strongly related to attainments in the 
discipline. He suggests that "where the subject is intrinsically easy, pupils attitudes are 
le�� closely correlated with success than where the subject is generally perceived as being 
difficult". Keys and Omerod (1976) found that attainment correlates with subject 
preference and subject easiness. 
The role of attitudes in learning can be located in two major areas: 
(1) Theories of Leaming which bolds that people tend to adopt certain attitudes
towards some objects due to the particular reinforcements arising therefrom; and
(2) Personality TI1eories which bold that there is dynamism in individuals, therefore,
a person's attitude should develop and change under the influence of the roles
tltat they play in personality adjustments and transactions.
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In this connection the word attitude which comes from the latin word aplus meaning 
fitness or adaptedness is defined as determining for each individual " ... what he will see 
and hear, what he will think and what he wiJI do" (Allport, 1954, p. 43-45). Attitudes 
enable the individual to "slip into some frame of mind perculiar to himself' (Allport, 
p. 22). 111c word has also been used to refer to the state of mind of the individual
towards a value. Love of money, raciaJ discrimination, desire for fame, hatred of 
foreigners, respect for scientific doctrines are all typical attitudes. According to Allport 
(1935) four conditions emerge for the formation of attitudes (1): the integration of 
numerous specific responses within an organised structure, (2) the differentiation of more 
specific action patterns and conceptual systems from primordial, nonspecific attitudes of 
approach and withdrawal; (3) trauma involving a compulsive organisation of mental fieJd 
following a single intense emotional expression and ( 4) the adoption of attitudes by 
imitation of parents, teachers or peers (Allport, 1935, p. 810-812). Indeed, altitudes are 
a part of the general acquired behavioural dispositions (Campbe1l, 1963:107-111). 
TI1e importance of an attitude in this research is the fact that it determines what the 
individual will do, or not do, and even how he will do what he does. Several studies attest 
to the view that the nature of one's perception of his environment can provide 
mcaning(ul cues for the analysis of bis behaviour and personality (Combe and Syngg, 
1959). One reason for-instance is that one's perception of his environment constitutes not 
only his reality but aJso the frame of reference for his actions and personality (Lewin, 
1948; Bruner, 1951; Boy and Pine, 1968). To them the positive and negative self-concept 
so formed from the way the individual perceives his environment gives rise to positive 
and negittive behavioural patterns respectively. From the foregoing it can be assumC'-d 
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that the school environment is capable of influencing the behaviour of those wJm live 
and work in it - teachers and students. 
6.3 Characteristics of Respondents 
In trying to assess the attitudes of teachers 30 teachers (Chapter Three) were selected. 
Of this 10 were males and 20 were females. Table 6.1 below summarises the academic 
qualifications of the respondents. 
TABLE 6.1 : ACADEMIC QUALIFCATIONS OF RESPONDENTS 
Matric B.A. B.Sc. B.PEd B.Ed.
Certificate 
12 8 2 6 2 
'
- ' 
Source : l·1eld Survey, 1992 
From the table above, it can be deduced that sixteen of the Leachers had degree 
certificates with two of them having post-graduate qualifications (B.Ed). Only uine of 
the teachers did not have professional qualifications. The vast majority of the 
respondents, 90%, (27 out of 30) had received their training after 1970. Level of 
experience was however low witli 20 of the teachers having taught Geography only during 
the last three years. All the teachers use the New Wuidow of the World and/or the Senior 
Geography Se,ies. 
6.4 Order of Difficulty 
TI1e first of the series of questions designed to assess the attitudes of teachers towards 
models enlisted their views on the difficu1ty of models. In this conoection the models 
used for the test of pupils' understanding (Chapter Four, pp 58-60) were listed and 
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teachers were asked to rank them according to their order of difficulty. Table 6.2 below 
summarises the responses. 
TABLE 6.2 : ORDER OF D1FFICUL1Y OF MODELS 
MODEL ORDER OF DIFFJCUL1Y 
E A S Y .......... < ............ < ........ .. > .......... > ..... D I F F I C U L T 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
GRAVITA- 1 I 5 2 6 4 4 7 
TlONAL 
PULL 
URBAN 3 3 6 18 
STRUCTURE 
VOLCANIC 9 7 11 3 
STRUCflJRE 
FARMING 16 12 2 
SYSTEtvtS 




AGRICUL- 4 20 2 4 
TURAL 
SYSTEMS 
DEMOGRA- 6 8 16 
PI-IIC 
TRANSITION 





Source: Field Susve y, 199.,
The responses summarised above do indicate that the model of farming systems and the. 
model of the agricultural systems are perceived to be easier than the models of urban 
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structure and that of the structure of the atmosphere. From this it can be deduced that 
some models are perceived as being easy tban others. The type of model used does 
therefore affect teachers' perception and by extension their level of understanding and 
use of them. It l'llso implies that there is a need for more of certain types of modeJs in 
geography textbooks than other types of mode)s. There were a few significant 
differences in the responses among the various categories of the respondents. 
With respect to the difficulty of certain models used in Geography textbooks a chi-square 
test revealed significant differences in responses between urban and rural respondents 
and between graduate teachers (degree holders) and non-graduate teachers with respect 
to the models of gravitational pull, of urban structure and of demographic transition 
The Chi-square Test revealed P. values of .0027, .0019, and 0043. An analysis of these 
results iudicate that a majority (65%) of those teachers who worked in rural areas felt 
models one and three was generally more difficult than those teachers who .worked in 
the nrhan areas. On the other hand rural teachers felt the model of agricultural systems 
were generally less difficult than did teachers who worked in urban areas. Similarly, 
graduate teachers felt these models were generally less difficult than non�graduate 
teachers. 
TI1e sharp differences in development between rural and urban areas in the Transkei 
(Thomas, 1975) are such that rural residents are unfamiliar with a lot of issues. These 
would include models of urban structure and gravitational models. On the other hand 
they would be familiar with agricultural systems. The issue of familiarity is therefore 
identified as a major problem with the use and understanding of models. Another 
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revelation from these results is the differences in the perceptions of graduate and non­
graduate teachers. It is interesting to note that their perceptions are generally different 
from those of the pupils (chapter four) with respect to the pictorial models. However, 
these two groups (pupils and non-graduate teachers) are in agreement with respect to 
the model of urban structure. One explanation for the teachers perceptions could be the 
lack of familiarity on the part of pupils as noted earlier on and the difficulty non­
graduate teachers bave with teaching such unfamiliar models. In either case, further 
probing is necessary to ide.ntify the reasoniug behind these perceptions. 
6.5 Degree of Difficulty 
Tcnchers were thus asked lo rank the models in tenns of their difficulty. H«ving rn1tked 
the models teachers were further asked to assess the degree of difficulty of the models 
ranked in terms of it being "too easy", "too difficult" or ''just right". 111is was to nlluw 
further enquiry to assess the problems relating to the use of models for geogiaphy 
education. Table 6.3 summarises the responses. 
The results presented above indicate that the majority of teachers viewed models such 
as those of the demographic transitioq, urban structure, atmosphere an<l volcanic 
instrusives as being too easy. Unfortunately this does not come out from the 
performance of the students (Chapter Four). The conclusion is therefore that the 
perceptions of teachers is contrary to the perceptions of pupils. This could be one of 
the major problems with the use of models for Geography education. Using chi-square 
tests significant differences in the perceptions were established as· a result of differences 
in teacher qualifications. 
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TABLE 6.3 : DEGREE OF DJFFICULIT OF THE MODELS 
MODEL DEGREE OF DIFFICULIT 
TOO EASY JUST TOO DIFFICULT 
Right 
1. Gravitational PuJI 6 16 8 
2. Demographic Transition 8 12 10 
3. Urbau Structure 2 12 16 
4. Structure of the Atmosphere 4 18 6 
5. Factors Influencing Death Rate 6 14 10 
6. Volcanic Jntrusives 12 16 2 
7. Agricultural Systems 14 12 4 
8. Farming Systems G 14 10 
Source: Field Surve , 1992 y 
With respect to the responses gathered on tbe perceived degree of difficulty of models, 
there were only three models (models of the demographic transition, structure of the 
atmosphere and of the factors influencing death rates) wJ1ere strttisticalJy significant 
differences were recorded. The P. values for these models were .000458, .000160 and 
.00472. With respect to model 2 (model of demographic transition theory) 57.4% and 
56.9% of those who either agreed that it was too easy, or just rigl.Jt respectively were 
teachers teaching in the urban areas. The majority of rural residents felt it was too 
difficult. Judging from the performance of the pupils it seems this latter perception 
should be aC<'.epted. However, contrasting these resu]ts against the fact that about half 
( 49. 7%) of the rural respondents are teachers with lower qualifications than their urban 
counterparts the conclusion can be drawn that it is the poorer qualified teachers wbo felt 
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that this particular model is difficult. Teacher qualifications is therefore identified as one 
problems militating against the c.onceptual understanding of models by pupils. 
Model 4 was a graphkal structure of the atmosphere and respondents were asked to 
assess its degree of difficulty. In this particular case two statistically significant 
differences were established in the results. The P. value was .0097. An examination of 
the results revealed that 82.8% of those who felt that this model was too difficult were 
teachers with matric certificates. Most of them also teach in the rural areas. However, 
this viewpoint also comes out strongly in the pupil's performance (Chapter Four). 
Generally pupils tended to do better in the pictorial graphs than in the line graphs. The 
better qualified teachers however, feel that this particular model is easy which contradict<; 
with the performance of the pupils. This and the previous analysis leads one to draw the 
conclusion that the better qualified a teacher is, the more his views on model difficulty 
contradictc; those of his pupils. Teacher qualifications therefore emerge as one of the 
most important considerations in the use and understanding of models. 
The last significant difference (P .. 0050) was with the assessment of the model on the 
factors affecting the crnde death rates. The significant difference in the responses was 
attributed to level of experience. The majority of teachers who have been teaching for 
longer than three years (6 out of 10) felt this particular model was difficult for pupils to 
understand. On the. other hand the majority of teachers (72%) with teaching experiences 
less than three years felt that this model was easy for pupils to understand. It can be 
deduced, therefore, that teaching experience happens to be one important factor with 
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model understanding. Comparing these results with the pupils' perceptions it is noted 
that the assessment of the teachers with teaching experience of three years or more is 
in agreement with the perceptions of the pupils. lt is also in agreement with their 
performance. Once more there appears a disjunction in perceptions between teachers 
and pupils with respect to teachers who have taught for less than three years. 
To further understand the disjunctions in perceptions between pupils and teachers, 
teachers were asked to indicate bow often they used models in their own cJassrooms. 
The rnt.iona1e being that teachers will be more inclined to use those models they viewed 
as being easy more often in their classrooms than the others. 
6.6 Frequency of Model Usage 
The table below summarises the frequency of model usage among the respondents. 
TABLE 6.4: FREQUENCY OF MODEL USAGE 







Source: Field Suive y, lY92
The summary presented above indicate that model usage is not frequent among teachers. 
Fifty per cent of the teachers either never or only sometimes use models while only 11 
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(37%) either often or very often use models. The conclusion that emerges from these 
results is that pupils are generally unfamiliar with models because teachers do not use 
them often. This tends to affect their level of understanding of them. However the 
results also display distinct differences in usage. Teachers with univemity degrees were 
more liable to use models than teachers without degrees. This can be deduced from the 
fact that all the eleven teachers who often or very often use models are teachers with 
university degrees. Needless to say (because these are all univeristy graduates) the vast 
majority (90%) of those who use models often or very often teach in urban areas. Urban 
children therefore stand at a huge advantage with respect to model familiarity and by 
extension greater understanding than rural pupils. The distribution of the better 
qualified teachers therefore has a lot to do with exposure and level of understanding of 
models. 
This study also attempted to examine the reasoning behind the apparent reluctance on 
the part of teachers to use models often even though they are found on almost every 
page of the textbooks they use. Item 16 of the questionnaire to teachers (Appendix B) 
sought to answer this question. All the teachem indicated that they have to explain and 
simplify the models whenever they use them. This they regarded as an unnecessary extra 
effort. This reflects on the presentation of the models. It indicates that appropriale clues 
should be inc]uded with the model presentations. It might be understandable for teachers 
to be reluctant to increase their work loads considering the general overcrowded nature 
of the schools (resulting from large teacher-pupil ratios) in the Transkei and consequent 
heavy workloads. However the finding raises problems with the quality of Geography 
education in the Transkei and also poses further difficulties for pupils in the territory 
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with respect to mod-el usage. A last at empt was made to assess the perceptions of 
teachers on models with respect to whether there were enough models or not and the 
utility of the models in general to Geography teaching. 
6. 7 Perceptions About Models 
Items 25 to 29 of the questionnaire to teachers (Appendix B) assessed the perceptions 
of teachers with respect to the number and utility of models in the Geography textbooks. 
Table 6.5 below summarises their perceptions. From the table it can be deduced that 
while 18 out of 30 teachers disagree or strongly disagree that the number of models in 
Geography textbooks should be reduced, 16 out of the 30 teachers agree or strongly 
agree that models use up a lot of teaching time. lbis latter perception is in consonance 
with the conclusions on modeJ usage. This conclusion is in spite of the fact that 22 out 
0£ the 30 teachers strongly agree or agree to the statement that the more they use 
models the more their pupils understand them. Inspite of this observation it is known 
that many teachers (Note 6.5) do not use models often. This, there is no doubt, is one 
of the major problems faced by pupils in understanding models. Respondents were 
equally divided on whether pupils found models difficult or not. 
From table 6.5 several deductions can be made. In the fitst place it can be deduced that 
most of the respondents find the number of models in the Geography textbooks 
adequate. Most of them also prefer textbooks with lots of models. They are however 
almost equally split on whether models use up too much teaching time. Similarly 
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respondents are almost equally aplit on the fact that their pupils find models difficult to 
understand. 
TABLE 6.5 : PERCEPTIONS ABOUT MODELS 
ATTITUDINAL STATEMENT SA AG UND QA SDA TTL 
Number of Models in Geography 
Textbooks should be reduced 8 7 1 12 f 30 
I prefer a textbook with lots of 
models 8 13 0 5 4 30 
Models use up too much teaching 
time 6 10 0 10 4 30 
Pupils find models difficult tq
understand 3 12 1 11 3 30 
The more I u� models, the more 
I understand th�m 10 12 1 4 3 30 
Source: F1eld !:>uive y, lYYl
Several significant differences emerged in these perceptions. These differences were with 
respect to sex, qualifications, and residence of teachers. Items 2 and 3 concerning 
whether teachers liked textbooks with a lot of models in them and whether teachers felt 
models took up a lot of teaching time recorded the most significant differences. In both 
the P. values was .0001. An examination of the results reveals that the majority (68%) 
of teachers from rural schools felt there were enough models in Geography textbooks. 
Most (59%) also felt models took up a lot of teaching time. If there were pressures 
with respect to workloads it is generally known that rural teachers, because of large pupil 
populations, experience them the most. It is not surprising that they would prefer ways 
of reducing it. However the performance of the rural pupils i]J. the test of level of 
understanding reveals that roral pupils need more exposure to models if they are to 
increase their understanding of them. 
Item 4 sought teachers' responses as to whether models were difficult for pupils to 
understand or not. In this item a P. value of .0027 was recorded in the responses 
between male and female teachers. An examination of the results reveals that 82.8% of 
the 40.3% who agreed or strongly agreed with this suggestion were males. 56.5% of those 
who strongly disagreed or disagreed with this suggestion were females. Males also 
displayed a greater degree of indecision (63% of the undecided) than females. It is of 
note that in this case the perceptions of the male teachers was more in consonance with 
those of the pupils. 
6.8 STYLE OF MODEL USAGE 
Section C of the questionnaire assessed the usage of models in the classroom. In this 
section there were eighteen items but the responses were signficant in only a few of 
them. Item 13 for instance, sought to know whether models should be used with pupils 
in the Senior primary school or not. 80% of the respondents felt that models should be 
used with this group of students. However concerning item 14 it was noted that only 
10% of the respondents use hardware models. This is a major weakness in teaching 
strategy since hardware models are expected to provide more explanatory value. There 
was a significant difference in the number of times pupils are taken out on field trips 
between rural and urban residents (Item 16 of the questionnaire). The majority of urban 
resident pupils (68%) are taken out once a quarter while the majority rural resident 
school pupils (79%) are only taken out once a year. Correlating these results with 
performance it can be concJuded that the level of understanding of models tended to 
increase the more often a puptl was taken on field trips. Frequency of attendance of 
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field trips is therefore identified as one of the most important factors affecting the level 
of understanding of models. 
One major fact that is likely to affect the level of understanding of models is the teaching 
strategies employed by teachers. In this connection item 18 sought from teachers the 
teaching methods they employed in terms of frequency. Table 6.6 below summarises the 
responses from the teachers to this item. It must be noted that the level of frequency 
ranges from !(infrequent) to 5 (very frequent). 
METHODS 1 
Teacher Tell 1 
Group 0 
Discussions 
Question and 4 
Answer 
Ficl<lwork 4 
Practical Work 3 
Games and 0 
Simulations 
Models 10 
TABLE 6.6: TEACHING STYLES 
LEVELS OF FREQUENCY 
2 3 4 5 
1 0 10 18 
2 3 7 8 
6 1 8 11 
0 3 2 7 
0 12 11 4 
3 2 0 3 
12 1 4 3 









The results presented above indicate that Geography teachers mostly employ tl1e 
techniques of teacher tel1, question and answer, practical work aud models for teaching. 
Few te.achers use games and simulations, and .fieldwork. Indeed the majority of te,achers 
only use teacher tell method. This method in which the the teaching/learning 
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revolve around the teacher does not promote understanding of models. This factor is 
therefore one of the major problems that is likely to affect the level of understanding of 
models used in Geography textbooks. In order to throw further light on this, the 
teaching strategies of the 12 respondents ( chapter three) were compared to the results 
of the test from their schools. The results appear as Table 6.7. 





MU.ST FilliOUIJ:NT N UMHJ:!.:K Ol1" MEAN 
Tl:AL'HJ:ili. TELL 
TEACHER TEU. 81 47'}b 
TEACHER TELL 75 42% 
Source: Field Survey, 1992 
Because all the teachers mostly used teacher tell style these results by themselves do 
not provide adequate explanatory value. However upon further examination it was 
discovered that in the schools where the results were better ( as in Vulli Valley and 
Lamplough) teachers also employed more often other methods such as question and 
answer and games and simulations. From this therefore it can be deduced that a 
mixture of teaching style helps pupils to understand models better than the use of one 
style. 
SUMMARY 
This chapter has identified the fact that both pupils and teachers perceive some 
models as being easy while others are just right or difficult. Models that are familiar 
(often because they exist within the immediate environment of the individual) are 
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perceived as easy or just right. On other hand mo.st unfamiliar models are perceived 
as difficult. This perception affects the level of understanding of the models. The 
chapter has also noted that there are several other factors which affect the level of 
understanding of models as a result of classroom practices. These are: type of models 
used, teacher qualifications, level of experience of teachers, infrequent use of models 
for teaching, and the place of residence of teachers and the frequency of attendance 
of field trips. These factors make models difficult and reduc.e the level of 
understanding of pupils. Through the conclusions from the previous two chapters one 
can make recommendations for increasing the level of understanding of models. This 
aspect of the research is to be taken up in the final chapter. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
7 .1 Introduction 
This study sought to identify the problems .connected with the use of. models in Geogr�phy 
textbooks used in. the former Transkei. The research was based on .the. fact that pupils' .level 
of understanding of models in Geography affect both attainment in the discipline and the 
enrolment of pupils' in the discipline . .It is also known that models happen to .be found on 
almost every page of the Geography textbooks and if pupils are to. develop an interest in. the 
Geography their level of understanding in them must be increased so as to help improve 
their performance. While research has been done among the Black population in South 
Africa to g�uge pupils perceptions of Geography (Ballantyne, 1981, Ledger, 1981) no such 
study employing the techniques utilised in th.is research exists for models and for the 
Tra.nskei in particular. This is .partly because many of these researchers have not paid equal 
attention to both nature and. nurture .in their examination of the factors influencing 
variations in the understanding ohnodels used in Geography textbooks in the Transkei. This 
is in spite of evidence of poor attainment and a slower growth rate in pupil numbers in 
Geography in relation to other subjects studied in the school curriculum. This study, 
however, attempted to do more than to identify the problems encountered by pupils with 
selected models in Geography, because .it also attempted to isolate the factors which 
influence the level of understanding generally of models in Geography. With the above 
considerations in view the research was conducted through the simultaneous. consideration 
of pupils' level of understanding of and attitudes to models as well as teacher attitudes and 
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of and attitudes to models as well as teacher attitudes and classroom practices. Two 
instrume�ts were used to identify the problems connected with the understanding of models 
in the Transkei. The. first consisted of a test to assess the level of understanding while the 
second was an attitudinal probe. The target population consisted of 341 standard eight and 
nine pupils in four high schools in the Butterworth District of the Transkei. Within the 
group, differences in the tests and in the information from the questionnaire on attitudes 
on key variables was obtained. Through the statistical techniques of correlation analysis, Chi­
square and factor analysis the major problems connected with the understanding of models 
were identified. The key factors among these were grouped, and their importance evaluated. 
The underlying principles of these key factors were then examined. Through using these 
techniques the following results were obtained. 
7.2 SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
7.2.1 The Major Factors Determining the Level of Understanding of Models 
The application of the technique of factor analysis revealed _that variations in the level of 
understanding of models in the Transkei is mainly due to environmental factors and 
teaching techniques used by teachers. These factors are also related to several other 
variables. These work through certain factors and their associated processes. The results of 
the analyses indicate that problems connected with the use of models are located within and 
also beyond the school environment. The school problems include teacher practices while 
the factors beyond the school include socio-economic circumstances which is also related to 
place of residence. The most important conclusions of the research are the following: 
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7 .2.2 The Relationship Between the Variables 
It was observed that strong relationships existed between the level of understanding of the 
models and some of the selected variables. On the basis of the strength of the relationships 
between the variables, they were grouped into two. The groups, in order of importance on 
the basis of their contribution to the variation were: environmental factors (about 54% ), and 
nature (about 38%). 
The identification of the relationship between these two groups of facton; revealed that 
among others it was the operation of these distinct groups of factors which influenced the 
level of understanding of models used in Geography textbooks in the Transkei. These 
factors were previously not emphasised as to be affecting the level of understanding of the 
models in Geography with pupils in the Transkei. This study has tried to show in the 
sample taken that socio-economic factors in particular are having a major effect on the level 
of understanding of models used in Geography textbooks and on academic achievement 
generally in TTanskeian hlgh schools. 
7 .2.3 The Associated Processes 
The research revealed that the causes of variations in the level of understanding of models 
in the Transkei, in addition to various factors isolated, are also affected by the association 
between •these fa_�tors. These factors include teacher practices, and the place of residence
of the pupil. Whilst the environmental factors generated variations in the level of 
understanding due to variations in socio-economic status, other government-created factors 
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(both Provincial and National) are responsible for the distinct differences in the level of 
understanding of models between pupils in urban and rural areas. The research discovered 
that in spite of the socio-economic effects, the presence of certain factors ( eg teacher 
efforts) greatly reduce the effect of these groups of factors on the level of understanding of 
models used in Geography textbooks among pupils in the Transkei. For instance it was 
revealed that, there is a general increase in the level of understanding with the employment 
of a mixture of teaching styles. Similarly there is a decrease in the level of understanding 
of the models with infrequent use of them. Level of undertanding of models was also shown 
to be positively related to the level of educational attainment of parents or guardian. The 
study also reveals that,. a great deal of perceptions about models is determined - or at least 
co-determined - by basic socio-economic factors. 
It is known .that the causal links between the elements can be reduced if not eliminated 
through inteivention. Upon this finding the following recommendations are made which 
will help to reduce variations in the level of understanding of models used in Geography 
textbooks in the Transkei and should help many pupils to achieve better results in 
Geography. 
73 RECOMMENDATIONS 
One problem which emerges from this research is that of understanding human behaviour. 
Assuming that su�h a behaviour is based on rationality it then seems that the Max Weber 
assumption of a means to end relation offers the best possible explanation. This 
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concept impJies that people choose appropriate means to achieve certain ends. It is in this 
light that certain :means are suggested here for the achievement of an end - increased level 
of undei:stancling of models. 
7.3.1 Teaching Methods 
One important finding of this study is that pupils in the same class in schools in the Transkei 
constitute widely different ability groupings. There is also the recognition that many pupils 
due to home background have learning difficulties. Teacher-centred whole class approaches 
to teaching are therefore often ineffective as the pupils differ markedly in their abilities. 
One fundamental way of dealing with mixed ability classes is to lower the number of pupils 
per teacher. Th.is will permit differentiation and enable a teacher to adopt techniques 
allowing him to offer individual attention. and assistance to his pupils. It is important to 
recognise in secondaiy as well as primacy education that "all educational processes must start 
from the present state of the learners ... in terms of readiness, needs, present skills or 
established knowledge and insight" (Primaiy Education in the eighties: a COPE Position 
Paper, p. 3). Teachers must, it is recommended, realise that "the child is the starting-point, 
the centre and the end. His development, his growth, is the ideal". To this "all studies are 
subservient" (Dewey, 1992, p.8). 1bis contention behoves on teachers to change their 
teaching methods and adopt methods that will give recognition to the varied nature of the 
abilities of the children they teach. Tbis recommendation also implies that the education 
authorities should make special efforts to reduce the present high pupil-teacher ratio 
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(especially in the rural areas) so that teachers can. give individual attention to the children 
they have to teach. 
The results of this study ml]st also create an awareness among teachers to tackle the 
problems connected with the use of models. A case can be made on the basis of these 
results for the screening of teaching materials, for more careful, teaching in the classroom 
and for raising teacher awareness to the conclusions of this research. It also raises the need 
for closer supervision of teachers and increased in-service courses for teachers lacking in the 
knowledge of modem approaches to teaching models in particular. 
7 .3.2 Appropriate Models 
One finding of this research has been that pupils in rural areas do lack an understanding of 
models partly because of their unfamiliarity. This finding implies that there is a need for the 
introduction of textbooks with models that will be relevant to pupils of Ahican descent 
(presenting both rural and urban Ahica) and also relevant for second language pupils. While 
not excluding the need for urban models in Geography classrooms, there is a need for at 
least the rural models to be based on their experience as rural residents. 
7.3.3 Length of Time Spent Studying Geography 
One significant finding of this research has been that pupils who have been studying 
Geography for a shorter time seem to like the discipline better than those who have spent 
a longer time gaining mastery of it. This finding is at variance with what it should be. If 
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teaching styles are varied and teaching materials carefully selected, there is no reason why 
the perceptions of Geography should not improve as one studies it over a longer period of 
time. Geography teachers, therefore, ought to acknowledge this by examining and seeking 
improvement in their teaching styles and by employing more stiiµulating teaching aids. 
7.3 .4 Socio-Economic Needs 
The influence of the environmental factor on level of understanding of models represent an 
important finding of this study. It has long been suspected that socio-economic status and 
cultural factors do have a marked influence on academic achievement. The nature and 
extent of the correJation has however not been explored hitherto in the Transkei. The 
problem with these two factors relates to the inability to obtain educational materials and 
consequent educational exposure to them. The acceptance of new ideas by the traditional 
population is also a major constraint. This problem bas been known to be the cause of 
underdevelopment in several regions (Haggerstrand, 1967) .. In the Transkei the problem has 
been traced to the general lack of knowledge, the lack of the means to buy and as a 
consequence increased ignorance in the use of contraceptives (Thomas, 1985). There is also 
an unwillingness on the part of people to have smaller families nor to have children at 
longer inteivals. This merits separate consideration in the sub-section following this one. 
A comprehensive solution to these problems seems to be related to a general need for 
upliftment of the livin_g standards of the population. By introducing work opportunities, 
building more hospitals and clinics especially in the rural areas, extending roads, electricity 
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and other modem amenities to the rural areas innovations would spread and positive 
changes would emerge in the life of the people. Gradually the people wiU be made aware 
of opportunities that exist for one to enhance themselves and they will come to realise that 
having many children inhibit this self-improvement. With improved living standards the 
death rate will also be lowered which will make it unnecessary to have many children. Since 
more children will be smviving there will be less incentive to have large families. An 
improvement in living standards will also mean that parents will have surplus income which 
will permit them to save enough to provide for their future. They therefore will not need 
children as a sort of unemployment insurance in their old age. Lastly, improved incomes wm 
permit parents to afford many other material benefits (television sets, radios, etc) which help 
in their child's education but which for lack of funds and time schools are unable to provide. 
7.3.5 Public Enlightenment on Family Planning 
Public enlightenment programmes could be .introduced so that people are made aware of 
the existence of family planning clinics. In this connection the introduction of radio 
programmes that will discuss the use, importance and the availability of contraceptives will 
be most welcome. Printed matter could be used to supplement the radio 
programmes. Personal contacts will also be needed to motivate the learners and reinforce 
the message. The public enlightenment programmes can be issued along with the pension 
payments. It is known from field obseivations that on the days when pensions are to be paid 
many people gather near the place where it is to be paid and many traders take advantage 
of it to sell their wares. Government health officials could go with those paying the 
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pensions, talk to the people about contraceptives, distribute some free samples to them as 
well as giving them information on bow to use them. Use could also be made of the 
traditional authorities in the spread of ideas. The importance of traditional authorities in 
rural areas gives them a unique role in the spread of new ideas as has been realised by 
others (Tuan Ti Fu, 19.71). Once such authorities have been introduced to contraceptives 
their help can be solicited to help others to get to know about them and to use them as 
well. In the towns, advertisements in the local papers or on bill boards will be most helpful 
as a supplement to radio and television (as is now the practice in Botswana). A mass media 
educational programme using both local staff and printed matter will achieve more for the 
project. The message that should be stressed is that contraceptives will help to space the 
children and facilitate a better academic achievement and not to stop parents from 
producing children. 
Efforts in this regard can also be directed . to the upliftment of women. From field 
observations it does not appear that women are discriminated against in their freedom to 
attend schools. However, there is a need to open more avenues for women to work in the 
fields traditionally reserved for men. Women in the Transkei mostly work as teachers or 
nurses. Very few work in the upper echelons of the public service. The problem with the 
shortage of women in such fields relates to prejudices held against them by men and their .· 
commitments as mothers which leaves many of them with very little time to study further 
in order to qualify for high level jobs. 
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There is therefore a case for special education and job programmes for women. In view of 
the fact that they·form the majority of household heads in the Transkei their education will 
have a greater impact on the level of understanding of the models and increase the 
academic achievement of the pupils. Special bursaries should be offered to women to 
induce them to stay longer at school. Increased education of women will lower the birth 
rate. This is because the age at which women can give birth' is limited so more years spent 
in school will leave fewer for child-bearing. With increased education women will also come 
to know about contraceptives and to realise that spacing their children is good for their own 
health and the academic achievement of their children. Special job programmes should also 
be offered to them in �e fields traditionally reserved for men such as in the armed forces. 
In time this will help people to realise that there is no exclusivity about male/female 
occupations. 
7.3.6 The Use of the Mass Media
The availability of radios and televisions sets in a home bas been noted through this 
research to influence levels of understanding of models. Government efforts at helping 
people to ac:quire these assets either through Joans or lowering the tax on these will 
encourage many people to acquire these assets. The television companies can also 
acknowledge the influence of these in their planning of programmes. More educational 
programmes will be helpful in improving the levels of understanding of models and 






73.7 Adult Literacy 
The negative influence of illiteracy on the academic achievement of pupils represent one 
area that should be of national concern. This particular problem has been realised and 
there exist adult literacy programmes in the country, However the number of candidates 
as compared to the many people who need the programme is very insignificant indeed. If 
more money could be made available, the project could be expanded and more people 
catered for. There is also the need for effective supervision of the project so that benefits 
are realised in the shortest possible time. 
In the short term the problem of raising extra money could be overcome by making use of 
senior students on holidays for crash courses for illiterate adults in reading and 
writing. Thus in time illiterate adults will become aware of the benefits of education and 
will motivate their children to set high standards in academic achievement for themselves. 
The Radio could also be employed as part of the adult literacy programme. This is a 
realistic approach in view of the widely dispersed nature of rural population in the 
Transkei. 
To ensure proper co-ordination and supervision of the project it is necessary that a single 
entity must control the project including the training and �dmjnistration of the field sta{f. 
As much as possible local human resources should be used in the project. 
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7.3.8 Job Creation 
The_ biggest problem with the soio-economic factors relates to unemployment. Of a totaJ 
labour force of one million Muller (1983a) estimates that only one fifth are employed. It 
is not surprising therefore that internal employment is dwarfed by labour migration. While 
migration· provides �ne means of solving the unemployment problem it has been found to 
have a negative influence on pupils' academic achievement. The key to the solution of the 
unemployment problem seems to lie in agricultural development. The availability of land 
is the most restraining factor in this regard (Nkuhlu, 1986). 
Land allocation should be streamlined to cut red-tape so that many people with capital can 
farm. Agriculture while giving people work will also keep them in the rural areas and 
therefore reduce the migration rate if not eliminate it. It will finally afford many cbildre,n 
the opportunity of staying with their parents. As a consequence their intellectual 
development will be improved and hopefully also their level of understanding of models 
used in Geography textbooks. 
7.3.9 Income Distribution
Government action seems to he the principal cause of inequality of income distribution 
between rural and urban areas. Government can reverse the trend by making sure that rural 
residents receive fair prices for their produce. Attempts should also be made to provide 
rural residents with cheap credits so that they will be able to increase their output. 
Extension· offices should also he offered to farmers to teach them proper techniques of 
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production which will lead to increased output. With increased output farmers income will 
be improved and the income inequality reduced. Through this many people will be able to 
afford staying with and looking after their children. They will also be able to buy the 
necessary educational materials for their children thereby helping to improve their academic 
performance and in tlie end help to lower the variations in the level of understanding of 
models used in Geography textbooks in the ruraJ as compared to the urban areas. 
7.3.10 Data Bank
The acute shortage of data on vital matters in the former Transkei inhioit successful 
planning and implementation of programmes today. Government should, as a matter of 
urgency, establish an agency whose sole responsibility will be the gathering of data on 
socio-economic indicators in the Transkei. This will greatly facilitate the drawing up of 
programmes and their implementation. Problems will therefore be known at early stages 
and they can be tackled with an indepth understanding of their nature. 
Finally, it will be worthwhile for researchers to devote attention to the relationships between 
socio-economic factors and academic achievement. For example researchers are needed to 
indicate the precise number of socio-economic indicators that affect academic 
ach ievement. Through such work the real impact of socio-economic factors on academic 
achievement will be known and plans drawn up to deal with �e problems they pose. The 
information could also be used to provide various models and plans which could help to 
improve the academic achievement of school pupils in the Transkei and elsewhere. 
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.. 
Education has a role to play in the development of the country and the identification and 
removal of the various factors that inhibit it could help in speeding up the development of 
the country. 
Increased development of the region will ensure stability and progress for all in the whole 
country. Improved academic achievement among pupils will be one means of achieving this. 
It is hoped therefore that this work and others to follow will shown the way to this goal. 
7.4 FUTURE AREAS OF RESEARCH 
7.4.1 Relationships Between Academic Understanding and 
Socio-Economic Factors 
This study has revealed that there are fundamental relationships between pupils' academic 
achievement (as indicated by their level of understanding of models) and their socio­
economic conditions. The nature of the relationship has been indicated for models in 
Geography. There is a need to build on this and to examine the relationship between socio­
economic conditions and pupiJs' academic achievement not only for the other areas of 
Geography but also for other disciplines. This will serve to increase understanding and be 
useful to teachers in the design of their teaching techniques. The results of such studies 
would be helpful in syllabus design, teaching methods. Such studies can also help to 
supplement and refine the findings in this study. 
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7.4.2 The News Media Factor in the Understanding of Models 
One significant finding of this research has been the fact that the frequency of newspaper 
reading and of listening to the radio news has a major influence on the level of 
understanding of models in Geography. The factors responsible for these were, however, not 
examined at any length in this research and would seem to be an important area for further 
research. Such a work could extend the findings in this study to other curricular areas. 
7.5 CONCLUDING COMMENTS
The purpose of this study was to investigate through the use of a questionnaires and tests 
the problems encountered by school pupils in the understanding of mode]s used in 
Geography textbooks in the former Transkei. The results suggest that the null hypothesis 
(Chapter Three) that the distribution of group reponses to each individual item would be 
identical does not appear to be entirely true. The alternative hypothesis that the distribution 
of group responses to items in the questions indicate shifts in the response Jocations is more 
acceptable. Problems were related to both school and home. The results also indicate that 
the level of understanding of models are strongly related to the socio-economic background 
of the respondents and to the school environmental conditions. The results of the study bold 
major implications for teachers, educational planners and supervisors and to the organisers 
of in-service courses for teachers. Teachers could, for instance, use the techniques utilised 
in this research t? determine the level of understanding of their pupils towards models used 
in Geography or any other discipline in relation to a particular topic or concept. Educational 
planners and in-service organisers could also encourage teachers to seriuosly consider the 
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findings and the conclusions of this research. It is vital that all teachers should evaluate 
critically their pupils' understanding of a particular concept or topic and their own teaching 
techniques. The former Transkei badly needs to experience th_e obejectives of the
Reconstruction and Development programme in the new South Africa. It is sincerely hoped 
that this study will bate helped to focus attention on some of the educational and socio­
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Appendix A - sa�ple cf Questionnaire fer Pupils 
ti C:ii=iT:Y n;: P!ii=ITT. ·:::, 11•1n-i:--::.-1'A•�nr1u-:. n,:;- 'T'><i-;;-r,;;::- "'"' -:-r'A;_ l.(nn"t'r. 
Yau have been selecte� as pa=t of a group cf p□�ils to take 
part in a survey. The purpcse of this su=ve7 is to collect 
infcr�aticn about p�pil"s understanding c! t�ec:���=al nodels 
used in Gecg��phy textbooks. Ans�e= each �ues�ion �s you 
feel. Yo�r na�e is cnl1 requi=ed fa= the purpose c: a��l7sis. 




(s.) �3.le (b) �e:13.le
--------------------------------
tl a:-a e : . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . . .  
,,· 
l. Sex. ( 1) Hale ( 2) Fe!!l.ale
2. Age
3. For how m�ny years have you been
studying Geography?
None 1 2 3 4 5· 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 .
4. Have you ever been on a Geography Excursion ?
. ' (1) ·Yes (2) Uo ·
• 
5. 'Leve 1 �of .. Education of He ad of Family· 
. :t>.,"(l)�_Nd. formal Education (2) -Primary Education
·,,_> ::<�/�_( 3 f:.s!:,•d-�-e . '; ( 4) -.Hatr ic . - ( 5) .. eos t ,:;_.- Hatr i c , • :• ::"l""• !-,; • • � 0 .... •. L • 0 • 0 A • • • • • • �. • 
;_"'-;.;",>(6),:_Unive:rsity·Education-_-. ·. · · ·-
·s·., ·oo ·y-·ou·· :ever get help from your parents
�ith your school �ark? 
- (1) Yes (2) No
7. Ho� often do you read ne�spapers ?
(1) Daily (2) Once a �eek (3) Seldom
(4) Hever
8. Ho� often co you listen to the radio ne�s ?
(1) Regula=lY (2) Sometimes (3) Seldom
(4) Ne'ler





..;."..I . y�� s���Y Geography in the
1,2,3,4) (1) Yes (2) No
( 3) _Seldc;n
p r i:n �= 7 s c ho o l (std 
11. Did ycu st�cy Geography in the Junior �econda=y school
(std. 5, 6, anc 7) . ( 1) Yes ( 2) N c
12. Dici ycu start Geog�a�hy in only Standa=C Eight







you to :ncce ls 
�ecg=��hy tex�bcok by tick�ng the ap�:c;=i��e :es�cnse 
(1) ve:y o�ten (2) ofte� (3) soneti�es (�) ��� ve:1 c�te�
( 5) ne·,�=
4. Ca� yo� unCe=stz�C
t�ache:-s he:� ?









diag=a� belo� (Fig. 
that follo�rl. Arts��= 
1) a:-:d
all
1. What is re?resented by the arro�s in the diagram ? (2)
2. What effect does the force of gravity have on the air
molecules ? (2)
3. Whi�h has the highest altitude X or Y? (1)
4. Where is the gra7itational pull greatest is at X or Y? (1)
5. Where is it least X or Y? (1)
6. Why is it g�eatest at X or Y and least at X or Y? (4)
7. Why are there tf faces closer to the earth'$ surface, then
3, 2 as you move up in the diagra� ? In other words, �hy
do the faces get lesser and lesser as you move up ? (2)
8. In the model it is stated that at 45·1atitude an air
pressure of 1013mb is exerted at sea level, that is at 0
metres altitude. At 4.5" line of la.titude··and 625 metres
altitude the air pressure is 815�b. From what you have
learnt frcm the diagram can ycu give a reason for these
differences in air p=ess□re at these different altitudes ?
( 3)
9. The m,::,on which is sm�lle= than the earth a.nd closer to t:ie
earth, does not have an atmosphere. Can you give the reason
for this ? (2)
[ 16]
QUESTION TWO 
I...n..!l.trnct•cns: Study the diagram beloR (Fig. 2) and answer the 
questions that follow. _Answer_all the 
questio,1s. 
Medel or demcgr:iph!c 1r;;n�iUon. 
Complu}<)CieUn 
2 . 3 4 









l. What do you understand by the following �ords used on this
d iagraru·
(a) model of demographic transition (2) 
(b) pri�itive society (2) 
(c) complex society (2) 
(d) stage of adaptation (2) 
(e) stage of automation (2) 
(f) population balance (2) 
(g) high static (Z) 
2. Why is it important to read the graph from left to right 7 
( 2)
3. Why is there a decline in the birth rate and death rate
during the late expanding stage ? (2)
4. What effect does the decline in birth rate and death rate
have on population growth? (2)
5. Compare the primitive societies with the complex societies







6. Supposing Transkei was in the
population growth how would it
(a) birth rate
(b) death rate
late expanding stage 
be with regard to 
(2) 
(2) 







Tnstructi0nR: Study the diagram below (Fig. 3) and answer the 
questions that follow. Answer all the 
questions. - -








r ' • • • . . � . . . .. . . ·. . .... · .. 







·· .!.·J;t� � .. ��t�!�-r.:-1��\��-;�t�� .v�-�ur 
100 eo so 40 20 o 20 �o . so BO \t'O 
t �'°"""" 
t .... ,.. ,.... 
t TropoopMre 
l. In what units of measurement is height given in this
graph? (1)
2. Which temperature is highest, -15 or 5 ? (1) 
3. Name tne four layers of the atmosphere. (4)
4. Which layer of the atmosphere is between 50km and 80km
(1)
S. Which gas makes up the largest proportion of the
atmosphere ? (1)
6. What does the broken
( 2)
line(------) in the graph represent ? 
7. In which two layers of the earth"s atmos�here does the
temperature (a) increase (1) ...................... (1)
(2) ...................... (1)
( b) decrease ( 1) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( l) 
(2) ······· ... · .......... (1) 
8. Which layers experience a teIDperature inversion ? (2) 




Small markets. Larg!i! markers. 
Viila;cs in clearings; r.0111ads. lr.dus tria!iurtan por:ulaiicr,s. 
Poor ·1.ari!!tv of orcduce. 
S•Jbsi:;tanca: lilil� or 110 
Sl./1(:)IUS. 
-, . -. 
,• -.�: ··.· . 
.. .. _ .. �·-·. ·.·- .• .• Ad·.-ancgd lec!w;!�gy Physical environmenc not . -· · .. :. · • . - ::nvircnment contclJed.
contrclled.. 
-
.. :. ... �; .. ·:_ __ ; 
' �. I':, • • 
. 
' 
. Developed countries 
1. lJ se the a.bove picture d ia•gi-am to comp are developing
countries Pith developed countries. Hoa do developed 
countries differ from developing countries in connecti0n 
"ith the follo�ing : 
(a) The size of markets
(b) Location of markets
(c) The variety of crops
(d) Harket prices
( e ) Sur pl 1.1 s
(f) Level of technology








2. Can you say anything more about the follo�ing with respect
to both de·Jeloped and develotling countries: Does anything













lrus_tru,:;;tiQll.S..: Answer all the following questions. 
M � !) (:: l- J 0t= lj 1\. i1 A--t-l ..s T f\. Ii (., I V {l. (:"
l. According to Burgess, Hoyt, Harris and Ullman, urban ar�as
have land-use _zones. Name the three main land-use zones
they talk about. ( 6)
2. These men produced models of urban structure. These are :
(a) the concentric model (b) the sector model (c) the
multiple-nuclear model. Hake a sketch of each, to show the 
different ways in µhich a town structure might grow. (9) 
3. Do you think that a town or city will always grow in one of








diagram below (Fig. 
that follow. Answe� 
5) and answe:r
all the
lli,.h fnh1nt 11,1v,1aOry 
011•t(''. 
in3d"lt111n m1111r.llc:::il Jll'1"i':t-t 
r""""'�"t1ntit:i:eridt1i�n1 
u"dl!'rll!Miin:e,. m11Jnut11!lon 
I R .. '""' /o, lht IdtCTH-t'lf in t.h■ O•■Ln r-11, 
N•uu■I i:flniutl'l 
• Raorl1. ••flfiq\t■�"- ¥1:lc::.IUc tr-.J-:-�!i::-:1:1 I • rnM�mii:::s .a� dl,•uN 
• lar.,1n8' 
lcr,p�•.d lb+"I ca,ndltloH 
w." 
I 
• Thn,ut'�-:i•tl lil!tl'H"f w■n h■"'I 
t':llJt■� 1"11 .. "" !1.-,tlu l� m■nJ pU'.s 
(I( lh• WQI 11l. ! 
���:,..,,,;4i,vt dn"l"P.:.,�ni., fn lh1 m@'11�1 ;,.,.J:,L t,fi. ■-pl•l•r.itc:::a lln• 
nvrnn .. pl'HIJffl-l"lnlst h•"" i1n'!"l '.' h•frt hm•••ftt :1n-rf'!!r c:r,nt,nl 
r-n■f11 ,rrt1d (If hHJtb lacilitJ1:1 -,,.t-1,:;:b 1u,i:h .a l■t1irr �rnp-gitl"ri ot 
lh• pi001Jl■Ucn1 
1n� ... ,i111 r,ueUc: ""111r•nr,s -lll t-trtJc-ri• 
, .... rll&rt lfli1la1Jo11. ti+ ... ,,., rurili,;ttlo"' tch•me. ""11"' 1■w1.31 dh­
paul. W\,"i1�1nt1tlon al UH "UJ• !114 Tlctlnlljl ind drua, -
:
h
�•nlJN lo Lndltlvn.•I u1�•e1.H:i•Ucrnt. •�I- lnrcn 1lttT1i=t1tll")', 11-1i:-t!1l'l!'ae1J 
s9m::ultu,. ta• mvt9 prn,il!!tin. �•�-ft-m,ia111111;1l'nc1111 
• IU"I- ;nt.n•'tl,. irt tHI j1"1com1 ptr t:t'!Jila lptnainl 
--Uttn-!an: b,.iu1r hn,d and hous,11111' 
( ,'i.11.! W111if1 •n-f ft'M\c:i�ic: t'ICPnfnn 
I .__ _______ f D"""' -,afl"'!II I• 11-___ _,i , Th-.• 1n ,ml f'f"llpon,fl,I• ft1r d.,.,�h• l 'PC"I!'.,■.,,., Um., I pi bo1h d@'njopr,:1 t.Pd a, .... ior•nl! I I I L--�--"-�_,�_. ______ _------------....J-, 
D, ,-,i,r,,iu!d c·Cntnt,il!'1 
• 'h,,,� ,..Ja-tJ••l1 IO'W dt:"■fh. ntf'I 
• dr,.1he, .,. m•lnlt du• lc!a: 
-dlnul!'t l\oit1!'d -u� •c!inf 11:.,. h•u• db'Pn■t) 
1a::clder:ics �on tl,1t r111d. :al ...,.,,L In lh1 hom1I 
List two causes of death in 
in the developing countries. 
'.R.lc-lcH ,,. cl,u:llT\iOI Cot11lnul:n1 hiJh 
.iite
0
Lh. nlH liinl1' Nin 
... Du• !o: •· 
• a,td'li:11? l�ru,to" 






• n1tv,� J'hl!t�U 
• hl'! h Int.QI innn•lllr 
• )ulfl a:nl •n:i Etr iiorM 
countries 
2. What effect has improvement on health facilities had 01




3. How can the death
( 2)
rate in develo�ing countries be redu ed? 






income capita influenct·d 
(2) 
5. State one way in which the infant mortality rate can be














Instr11r;tions: Study tile diagram below (Fig. 6) and ans;.;�r he 
q�estions that follow. AnsYer all the 
questions. 
A FARMING SYSTEM 
;-:-:::��;'.:';;.:FARM �)!J;JJ;�:-.:;j_ 
·:�: Anlmel3 ?� 
__.,_ ___ _
. ,. _J_ "-"IJ,f�LPR(10 , 


















N.atvrfll "'9"'t&CIOO � 
-·�� 
.....,,., II. Social � 
11 n R 
l. What products are obt�ined from the farm ? (2) 
R 
2. What happens to the farm products before they reach the
market ? (2)
3. How do the processed products reach the market? (2)
4. How does climate influence activities •on the farm ? (4)
5. In what form does the waste leave the farm ? (2)
6. What happens to the waste material that leaves the farm ? 
( 2 )
7. How do you think that money from the bank might affect
buildings and equipment? (2)





lr:str11r:+-.10ns· Study the diagra:n below (Fig. 7) and answe.�· ti,.-� 
questions that follow. Answer all the 
guestions. 
r \� · '1 
• yu Lc.'11l'UC..
,•\ :�:-·: ··-\ . .::. ' ... 
1. This diag1·am represents �hat is happenir1g on the ·:·.:u �!i
::;urface and below the surface. In the diagram i;hicl of the
places marked by the letters A,B,C,D are on the surf�ce and
which are beloH the surface ? (4)
2. In what way is this diagram similar to a brick? (2)
3. Why are the features shown in this diagram called
"intrusives" ? (2)
4. D�aw simple sketches of how (i) a dyke, and (ii) a till
1-1ould look like if taken out of this diagram and dr::;:·n
separately on their Dwn. (6)
5. Hatch the features shown in the diagram with the
description that best suits them by inserting the nu2ber of 
the description opposite the correct letter eg a =  2. 
Feature Description 
----�-��------------�-------------------------------------





1. A mush-room shaped intrusion (1) 
2. Horizontal feature, parallel to
layers of rock (1)
3. Igneous intru�ion that cuts across
layers of rock (1)
4. Saucer-shaped intrusion (1)
5. Outpouring on the surface through
a large crack (1)









a rift valley and a block 
[25]
GUE3TIOH tENZ 
L,:.:.:J .. .!.:.U.i::tirJu�: l\nsi-:er c.11 the follc'rling questions. 
1 . Tl1r:: frJl lo•�in� terms a::.·e taken out of models [01..::0::l in 
:.!: iriJr::d 6, 7 and. 8 textbooks. Exi?lain what is ;n"'!at1: 




(r.!) �omniuter zone 




















::'.. Using :,hP, follm�ing numbe:::s to represent degr�es of 
11r?d�1·stnnJing (as indicated below) 
1. understand it all
2. understand more than half 
:3. un<lerstand less than half 
11. Do11 · t undP.rstand amy 
b ::
�rrnnge !.:.he models dealt with in this te.::;t in onle1· of 
di.fficulty by mo.king a tick at the appropriate column. 
HODEL 
A. Gravitational pull of
the earth 
B. !lode l of demogra�hic
transition 
LEVEL of UNDERSTANDING 
I --------------�--------------------------------. I 
I
C. 'J'hr� structure of the
n.Lmosphere
D. Agricultural systems in 
developing end developed
countrir;:s 
E. Hocicls of urban structure I
F. factors influencing the
crucie Jea's;h rate 
1 
I 
G. A fnr:ning system I -------------------------------------------�---------- --




Appe�dix C - Sanple of Questionnaire to Tea��e�s on 





FOR GEGGRA?H'f TS\Cr:E�S 
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PERSOAAL DATA 
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The world is toe corr,plex for men to unders�ar:d e:isi ly. l-'cdels are �sed
with the i)Llrp-::>se of si:::o!ifying reality for easier study and under­
standing. T:-ie follm1i:1g are examples of m::-dels taken f,c:n Stm:la.rd 7 
and Siand�r1 8 textbooks: 
1---. 




f ;"-•:c: ;1r..._, �tlllh.: �..:nal;nli i:�:lt!d"' ,,r urh,;,1 '-ir!l\.'�ui;:s, Th..:,· �lhH\' 
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1:1 :::�r.,�ai :1:s;r,H.s e,1so1c:.t [J !.'o�,• ·"--C-"'- :u1d•r:: 
r-7W1:r•nnus.e,. □·· Heuy1f'Cv9'."'Y � =-=�� ,..,�:..i1·.ry a.n: Sll.,rT\$ 
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10 Whi ~ of the rn:te!s shc~n ajove o ye~ think~~~ easy fc-
~up ls and wh!ch ones do you th 1k are diffic~lt? P!ease 
r3r, th~~ in order of difficulty for pupils ty putti~g (l) 
next to the most d!ffi:ult; (2) next to t~e second ~ost 
d1fficvlt. etc. 
;"1odel No 
Model No 2 
Medel No 3 
~,:ode l No . :.; 
11 ~hich cf the mc~e s qfven ebcve do ye~ t~ink are useful fer 
t2aching? Ra~k t effi-in the crder vou tnink thev illustrste 
t~e concepts they present. Put (1) next to the-on2 you thi~~ 
for te2ching; (2) next to the second racs~ is the me-st useful 
useful. etc. 
Medel No l 
Model No 2 I 
Model No 3 _J 
r-tide l No 4 I 
12 Indicate by means of a tick the extent to which you agree er 
disagree with the following statements: 
12. l 


















-i.- i ........... u 
l- 1 ;H;::: • 
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i ·; 16 






I I 22 
i___J 
12.3 "?�p:ls find •r,:dels diffi:ult." 
Agree strongly 
.�.9ree 
Un,jec i ded 
Disa,;r,2e 
Disagree s�ronsly 
12 .. -+ 0 i pre�er 2. beck with a. !ot cf �cCels. n 
'2 -l . :} 
( 1} �.gree s�:-::-ng ly 
(2; /-.gree 
ur.cec i de·:i 
Disagree 













12. 7 "The use of models like Model 2 ii1.:.:,::s develcpm2nt gecgrapt1y
ees:er to understand." 
(1) Agree strongly
( 2 ',.· � naree 
( 3) Un dee i de•j
( '1) Di sagre-2 
(5) Disagree strcnQl y
1 ? 4 "T�e :.�e of ;;ocei.s li�-2 !·'..:eel_ -�,es �·c�•..:!.=:'.·:n gec.;,..::phy 
-:::s i =r �o unC,e;"'s:=�::. 
11 
(: A�ree strongly 






















(l :i Acres: strc.ngl�/
(2) Agre-e
( 3) Ur,C:C i c2j
(4) Disa�ree
{5) Disa�r�E strcn�ly 
SECTION C 
HCW MODELS ARE USED IN THE CLASSKOCM 
13 Co you think t�ct iT:Odels s:lould b� t1sed '�ith ?:..:sils ir. t.7� 
s:nicr pri�try sc�col? 
Yes 
No 




15 If yes, do you let pupils bui Id their own 'hardware I mc-del s? 
16 














I i 1 __ 
32 
33 
17 you enc:ur�;e y:ur pu� 
�b�als l a�d 4, a�ains 
Yes 
No 
?:ease indica:e how frequen 
te=ch1n9 me:hcds- Pl�3s2 c 
, ' \ \ 1 j Ne'le: 
( 2) Ver: seldc;;i
I " ' 
p; Seldcr:1
{ .: ; 
\ • i 
o-=---..,
'I 1,.-:;::1 
( :: \ , -.I I Very often
METHODS 






Games and simulations 
2 
ly you use �he follcwing 
yc�r 
LUELS o= ' FREQUENCY 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
l 2 3 4 5 
l 2 3 4 5 
I would much appreciate the opportunity to discuss the teachino 
of models with geography te::chers in the Southern Region of 
TransKei. Wo•Jld you be pr-epare·:! to spa:e my half en hoer at 
your school? I will telepr.on·e �,ou to make an appoint;nent. 


















�-;, ... _ .. �. 




If you are pr��are1 tc discuss t�� :�sching cf �:�ais w1ti 
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